
Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended December 31, 2009

1	 STATUS AND NATURE OF BUSINESS			

1.1	 The State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan (the corporation) was incorporated in Pakistan on	
November 1, 1972 under the Life Insurance Nationalization Order, 1972 (LINO). The corporation’s 
Principal Office is located at State Life Building No. 9, Dr. Ziauddin Ahmad Road, Karachi. It operates 
in Pakistan through 26 zones for individual life business, 4 zones for group life business and in the 
gulf countries {comprising United Arab Emirates (UAE), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait} 
through zonal office located at Dubai (UAE).

1.2	 The corporation is engaged in the life insurance business.

2	 BASIS OF PRESENTATION	

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the format prescribed under Securities 
and Exchange Commission (Insurance) Rules, 2002 {Securities and Exchange Commission (Insurance) Rules, 
2002}.

2.1	 Statement of compliance	

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the approved accounting standards 
as applicable in Pakistan. Approved accounting standards comprise of such International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) as are 
notified under the Companies Ordinance, 1984, provisions of and directives issued under the Companies 
Ordinance, 1984,  Insurance Ordinance, 2000 and SEC (Insurance) Rules, 2002. In case requirements 
differ, the provisions or directives of the Companies Ordinance, 1984,  Insurance Ordinance, 2000 
and SEC (Insurance) Rules, 2002 shall prevail.	

The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has allowed insurance companies to 
defer the application of International Accounting Standard - 39 (IAS 39) 'Financial Instruments: 
Recognition and Measurement' in respect of "available-for-sale" investments. Accordingly, the 
requirements of IAS 39, to the extent allowed by SECP, have not been considered in the preparation 
of these financial statements.

2.2	 Initial application of a standard, amendment or an interpretation to an existing standard and forthcoming 
requirements

2.2.1	 Initial application of a standard or an interpretation	

The following standards, amendments and interpretations of approved accounting standards became 
effective during the year:	

IAS 1 (Revised) ‘Presentation of Financial Statements’ (effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after January 1, 2009) – The revised standard prohibits the presentation of items of income and 
expenses (that is ‘non-owner changes in equity’) in the statement of changes in equity, requiring ‘non-
owner changes in equity to be presented separately from owner changes in equity in a statement of 
comprehensive income. Further, under revised standard, an entity may present the components of 
profit or loss either as part of a single statement of comprehensive income or in a separate income 
statement. As the corporation follows the format of financial statements prescribed by the SECP 
through SEC (Insurance) Rules, 2002 vide its Circular No. 7 of 2003 dated August 27, 2003, the 
changes introduced through IAS 1 (Revised) have not been taken into consideration in preparation
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	of these financial statements. Further, the corporation has no such items which should have been 
included in statement of comprehensive income.	

Revised IAS 23 - 'Borrowing costs' has removed the option to expense out the borrowing costs incurred 
on the funds utilized for construction of qualifying assets and requires that an entity capitalize 
borrowing costs as part of the cost of such assets. This standard did not affect the corporation's 
financial statements. 	

IAS 27 - 'Consolidated and separate financial statements'. The amendment removed the definition of 
the cost method from IAS 27 and replaces it with a requirement to present dividends as income in 
the separate financial statements of the investor. The amendment is not relevant to the corporation's 
financial statements.	

IFRS 4 - 'Insurance contracts' became effective during the year in accordance with the SECP's 
notification SRO 149 (1)/2009 dated February 11, 2009 and applies to insurance contracts that the 
corporation issues and to reinsurance contract it holds. The standard requires a test for the adequacy 
of recognised insurance liabilities and impairment test for reinsurance arrangements. The standard 
also requires elaborated disclosures regarding the amounts that arise from insurance contracts and 
the nature of and extent of risks arising from insurance contracts. In view of the current accounting 
regulations for insurance companies and the format of presentation of the financial statements as 
prescribed by the SECP, the adoption of the above standard did not affect the recognition and 
measurement of assets, liabilities, income and expense relating to insurance / reinsurance contracts 
entered into by the corporation, however, the standard did give rise to additional disclosures regarding 
such contracts which are included in note 26 to the financial statements.	

IFRS 7 - 'Financial Instruments': Disclosures became effective for accounting period beginning on 
or after July 01, 2008. The standard requires disclosures related to financial instruments that enable 
users of financial statements to evaluate their significance for the entities and the nature and extent 
of risks arising from such financial instruments. The application of the standard did not have significant 
impact on the corporation's financial statements other than increase in disclosures. The new disclosures 
are mainly included in note 24 to the financial statements.	

IFRS 8 - 'Operating Segments' – became effective for accounting period beginning on or after January 
01, 2009. The corporation concluded that the operating segments determined in accordance with 
IFRS-8 are the same as the business segments which are being reported in accordance with the 
requirements of Insurance Ordinance 2000 and the SEC (Insurance) Rules 2002. Accordingly, the 
adoption of this standard has not resulted in any significant impact on these financial statements.	

Amendments to IAS 32 - 'Financial Instruments': Presentation and IAS 1 - Presentation of Financial 
Statements' - Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation requires puttable 
instruments, and instruments that impose on the entity an obligation to deliver to another party a 
pro rata share of the net assets of the entity only on liquidation, to be classified as equity if certain 
conditions are met. The amendments, which required retrospective application, had no impact on the 
corporation's financial statements.	

Amendment to IFRS 2 - 'Share-based Payment - Vesting Conditions and Cancellations' clarifies the 
definition of vesting conditions, introduces the concept of non-vesting conditions, requires non-vesting 
conditions to be reflected in grant-date fair value and provides the accounting treatment for non-
vesting conditions and cancellations. The application of this standard did not had any effect on the 
corporation's financial statements.
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	Amendment to IFRS 7 - 'Improving disclosures about Financial Instruments'- These amendments 
have been made to bring the disclosure requirements of IFRS 7 more closely in line with US standards. 
The amendments introduce a three-level hierarchy for fair value measurement disclosures and require 
entities to provide additional disclosures about the relative reliability of fair value measurements. 
The amendment did not affect the corporation's financial statements.	

Amendments to IAS 39 and IFRIC 9 – 'Reassessment of embedded derivatives'- Amendments require 
entities to assess whether they need to separate an embedded derivative from a hybrid (combined) 
financial instrument when financial assets are reclassified out of the fair value. The amendments are 
not relevant to the corporation's financial statements.	

IFRIC 16 - 'Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation' has clarified that net investment 
hedging can be applied only to foreign exchange differences arising between the functional currency 
of a foreign operation and the parent entity's functional currency and only in an amount equal to or 
less than the net assets of the foreign operations. The hedging instrument may be held by any entity 
within the group except the foreign operation that is being hedged and that on disposal of a hedged 
operation, the cumulative gain or loss on the hedging instrument that was determined to be effective 
is reclassified to profit or loss. The interpretation allows an entity that uses the step-by-step method 
of consolidation an accounting policy choice to determine the cumulative currency translation 
adjustment that is reclassified to profit or loss on disposal of a net investment as if the direct method 
of consolidation had been used. The amendment is not relevant to the corporation's operations.	

IFRIC 18 - 'Transfers of Assets from Customers' clarified the requirements of IFRSs for agreements 
in which an entity receives from a customer an item of property, plant and equipment that the entity 
must then use either to connect the customer to a network or to provide the customer with ongoing 
access to a supply of goods or services. The interpretation is not relevant to the corporation's operations.	

The International Accounting Standards Board made certain amendments to existing standards as 
part of its first annual improvements project. The effective dates for these amendments vary by 
standard and most became applicable during the year. These amendments however did not have an 
impact on the corporation's financial statements.

2.2.2 	 New accounting standards and IFRIC interpretations that are not yet effective	

The following standards, amendments and interpretations of approved accounting standards are only 
effective for accounting periods beginning from the dates specified below. These standards are either 
not relevant to the corporation's operations or are not expected to have significant impact on the 
corporation's financial statements other than increased disclosures in certain cases:	

Revised IFRS 3 - 'Business Combinations' (applicable for annual periods beginning on or after July 
01, 2009)	

Amended IAS 27 - 'Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements' (effective for annual periods 
beginning on or after July 01, 2009)	

IAS 24 - 'Related Party Disclosures' (revised 2009) - (effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after January 01, 2011)	

Amendments to IAS 39 - 'Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement - Eligible Hedged 
Items' (effective for annual periods beginning on or after July 01, 2009)	

Amendment to IFRS 2 - 'Share-based Payment - Group Cash-settled Share-based Payment Transactions' 
(effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 01, 2010)
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	Amendment to IAS 32 - 'Financial Instruments: Presentation - Classification of Rights Issues' (effective 
for annual periods beginning on or after February 01, 2010)	

Amendments to IFRIC 14 IAS 19 - 'The Limit on a Defined Benefit Assets, Minimum Funding 
Requirements and their Interaction' (effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 01, 
2011)	

IFRIC 15 'Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate' (effective for annual periods beginning 
on or after October 01, 2009)	

IFRIC 17 'Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners' (effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after July 01, 2009)	

IFRIC 19 'Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments' (effective for annual periods 
beginning on or after July 01, 2010)	

The International Accounting Standards Board made certain amendments to existing standards as 
part of its second annual improvements project. The effective dates for these amendments vary by 
standard and most will be applicable to the corporation's 2010 financial statements. These amendments 
are unlikely to have an impact on the corporation's financial statements.

3	 BASIS OF MEASUREMENT	

These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention except as disclosed in the 
accounting policies mentioned below.	

The financial statements have been prepared following the accrual basis of accounting except for cash flow 
information.

3.1	 Use of critical accounting estimates and judgments	

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with approved accounting standards as applicable 
in Pakistan requires management to make judgments, estimates and assumptions that effect the 
application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income and expenses. The 
estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and various other factors 
that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the result of which form the basis of 
making the judgments about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent 
from other sources.	

Actual results may differ from these estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed 
on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the 
estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period or in the period of the revision and future 
periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.	

Significant areas where assumptions and estimates were exercised in application of accounting policies 
relate to:	

Classification of investments	

In classifying investments as "held-to-maturity" the corporation has determined financial assets with 
fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturity. In making this judgment, the corporation evaluates 
its intention and ability to hold such investments to maturity.	

The investments which are not classified as held to maturity are classified as available for sale.
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	Provision for outstanding claims (including IBNR)	

The corporation records claims based on the sum assured or other basis set by the corporation. 
However, the settlement of all the claims is made based on the nature of insured event. 	

The provision of claims incurred but not reported (IBNR) is made on the basis of actuarial valuation. 
The actuarial valuation is made on the basis of past trend and pattern of reporting of claims. The 
actual amount of IBNR may materially differ from the actuarial estimates.	

Reinsurance recoveries against outstanding claims	

Re-insurance claims are accounted for on the basis of estimates of recoverable amounts which can 
vary upon eventual realization.	

Provision for income taxes	

In making the estimates for income taxes currently payable by the corporation, the management looks 
at the current income tax law and the decisions of appellate authorities on certain issues in the past. 	

Impairment - available-for-sale financial assets	

The corporation determines that investments are impaired when there has been a significant or 
prolonged decline in the fair value below its cost. The determination of what is significant or prolonged 
requires judgment. In making this judgment, the corporation evaluates among other factors, the 
normal volatility in prices. In addition, the impairment may be appropriate when there is an evidence 
of deterioration in the financial health of the invested industry, sector performance, changes in 
technology and operational and financial cash flows. The corporation tests impairment on an aggregated 
portfolio basis.	

Impairment of other assets, including premium due but unpaid	

The corporation also considers the need for impairment provision against other assets, including the 
premium due but unpaid and the provision required there-against. While assessing such a requirement, 
various factors including the delinquency in the account and financial position of the policy holder 
are considered.	

Fixed assets, investment properties and amortisation	

In making estimates of the depreciation / amortisation method, the management uses method which 
reflects the pattern in which economic benefits are expected to be consumed by the corporation. The 
method applied is reviewed at each financial year end and if there is a change in the expected pattern 
of consumption of the future economic benefits embodied in the assets, the method would be changed 
to reflect the change in pattern. Such change is accounted for as change in accounting estimates in 
accordance with International Accounting Standard - 8, "Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting 
Estimates and Errors".	

The assets residual values, useful lives and methods are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at 
each financial year end.	

The corporation also reviews the value of the assets for possible impairment on an annual basis. Any 
change in the estimates in future years might effect the carrying amounts of the respective items of 
fixed assets with a corresponding effect on the depreciation charge and impairment.	

Staff retirement benefits	

Staff retirement benefits are provided as per actuarial valuation or follow the actuarial advice which 
is based upon certain assumptions.
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4	 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES	

The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these financial statements are consistent with those 
followed in the preparation of the corporation's financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2008:

4.1	 Funds	

The corporation maintains a shareholders' fund and three statutory funds, separately in respect of 
its each class of life insurance business, namely:	

–   Pakistan Life Fund (ordinary life);	

–   Overseas Life Fund (ordinary life); and	

–   Pension Fund	

Assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses are referable to respective statutory funds or allocated to 
shareholder’s fund.	

Apportionment of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses, wherever required, between funds are 
made on a fair and equitable basis as considered appropriate by the Appointed Actuary.	

Pakistan Life Fund (ordinary life)	

Pakistan Life Fund comprises individual life business and group life business carried out in Pakistan 
as well as individual life Rupee business conducted outside Pakistan. Policy holder liabilities as shown 
in the Pakistan life fund are based on an actuarial valuation conducted by the Appointed Actuary 
as at the balance sheet date.	

Within the Pakistan Life Fund the business can be further classified as individual life conventional 
business, individual universal life business, group insurance business and a small amount of annuity 
business. Most of the policies contain discretionary participation feature.	

Overseas Life Fund (ordinary life)	

The overseas life fund entirely consists of individual life conventional business. Most of the new 
business written under the overseas life fund contains a DPF.	

The overseas life fund entirely consists of individual life conventional business carried out at UAE, 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait through zonal office located in Dubai (UAE). Policy holder 
liabilities as shown in the overseas life fund are based on an actuarial valuation conducted by the 
Appointed Actuary as at the balance sheet date.	

Exchange gains and losses on translation of currencies of Overseas Life Fund and Pakistan Life Fund 
(Rupee business) are taken to revenue account through statement of investment income.	

Most of the new business written under the overseas life fund contains a Discretionary Participatory 
Features (DPF).	

Pension Fund	

The pension fund consists of funds on account of group pension deposit administration contracts. 
Policy holder liabilities as shown in the pension fund are based on an actuarial valuation conducted 
by the Appointed Actuary as at the balance sheet date.

4.2	 Policyholders' liabilities	

Policyholders' liabilities are stated at a value determined by the appointed actuary through an actuarial 
valuation carried out as at each balance sheet date. In determining the value both acquired policy
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	values (which forms the bulk of policyholders' liabilities) as well as estimated values which will be 
payable against risks which the corporation underwrites are taken into account. The bases used are 
applied consistently from year to year.	

The basic liability consists of the estimated actuarial liability against each contract, which is in force. 
Following elements are added to this amount:

a)	 any reserve required for premium;

b)	 reserve for incurred but not reported (IBNR) claims;

c)	 reserve for income benefit in course of payment; and

d)	 reserve for potential losses on a policy to policy basis.

4.3	 Reinsurance	

The corporation maintains risk premium re-insurance arrangements with Swiss Re and Munich Re-
insurance. The net retention limit of the corporation for individual life is Rupees 2.5 million per 
policy and for group life Rs. 2 million per person of risk. Re-insurance premium is recorded as an 
expense evenly over the period of the re-insurance contract and is off-set against the premium income 
of the respective year.	

The claim recoveries arising out of re-insurance contracts are off-set against the claims expenses of 
respective year.

4.4	 Claims	

The liability in respect of outstanding claims represents the ascertained value of claims incurred and 
reported before the end of the accounting year. Incurred but not reported (IBNR) cases are provided 
on the basis of actuarial advice and included in the policy holders' liabilities.

4.5	 Amount due to other insurers /reinsurers	

Liabilities for other insurers / reinsurers are carried at cost which is the fair value of consideration 
to be paid in the future for services.

4.6	 Premiums due but unpaid	

These are recognised at cost, which is the fair value of the consideration to be received less provision 
for impairment, if any.

4.7	 Amount due from other insurers / reinsurers	

Amount due from other insurers / reinsurers are carried at cost less provision for impairment, if any. 

4.8	 Acquisition costs	

These are costs incurred in acquiring and maintaining insurance policies and include without limitation 
all forms of remuneration paid to insurance agents and certain field force staff.

4.9	 Expenses of management	

Expenses of management represent directly attributable expenses and indirect expenses allocated to 
the statutory funds.

4.10	 Staff retirement benefits	

Provident fund	

The corporation operates a defined contribution plan, a recognized contributory provident fund 
scheme for all its eligible employees. For employees who have opted for the gratuity scheme, monthly
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	contributions at the rate of 8.33% of their basic salaries are made to the fund by the corporation. 
However, in respect of employees who have opted for the pension scheme, no contribution is made 
by the corporation to the provident fund.	

Gratuity fund	

Officers	

The corporation has established a defined contribution plan, an approved gratuity fund w.e.f. January 
01, 2000 in respect of all those officers who have opted for the gratuity fund scheme after de-linking 
themselves from the pension fund scheme w.e.f. January 01, 2000. At the end of each month, starting 
from the effective date of admission of a member to the fund, the corporation makes a contribution 
equal to 8.33% of the member’s basic salary.	

Staff	

The corporation also maintains an unfunded defined benefit plan for those staff members who opted 
for gratuity rules. On retirement, resignation, termination or on death they will be paid one months 
pay for each completed year of service.	

Pension fund	

The corporation operates a defined benefit plan, a funded pension scheme for its employees opting 
for the pension scheme established in 1984 and payments are made annually to the extent allowed 
under the Income Tax Rules, 2002 to meet the obligations there-under on the basis of actuarial 
valuation. Revised Pension Rules for officers, applicable simultaneously with the approved gratuity 
fund scheme for officers w.e.f. January 01, 2000, are in the process of approval with the Government.	

Compensated absences	

From the year 2002, the un-availed earned leave balance of officers is encashed to the extent of two 
third of the leave balance with simultaneously proceeding on leave for one third leave balances, 
minimum for twelve days. A policy is already in force for the staff on similar lines.	

The liability in respect of employees compensated absence as at December 31, 2009 for accumulated 
leave balance not yet encashed amounting to Rs. 526.886 million (2008: Rs. 418.441 million) has been 
provided in these financial statements.	

Post retirement medical benefit	

The corporation provides medical facilities to its retired officers and their spouses in accordance with 
the service regulations. As at December 31, 2009, liability for post retirement medical benefit as 
advised by the Appointed Actuary is estimated at Rs. 647.767 million (2008: Rs. 598.630 million) and 
the same has been provided in these financial statements.

4.11	 Loans secured against Life Insurance Policies	

Cash loans	

Loans in cash against the security of life insurance policies may be extended to the policy holders to 
the extent of 80% of surrender value of the respective policy, provided the policy has been in force 
for at least two years.	

Automatic non-forfeiture provisions

(a)	 Automatic Premium Loans secured against surrender value of the policy may be extended to the 

extent of the surrender value of the respective policy, provided the policy holder has exercised 

Automated Premium Loan option.
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(b)	 An advance equal to one year premium may be allowed to the policy holder only once, if the 
policy holder has exercised Auto Paid-up option provided the respective policy has been in force 
for at least two years.

4.12	 Investment properties	

Investment properties are accounted for under the cost model in accordance with International 
Accounting Standard 40, Investment Property and S.R.O. 938 dated December 12, 2002 issued by 
the SECP. 	

These are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses, if any. Subsequent 
expenditure, depreciation and gains or losses on disposal are accounted for in the same manner as 
of operating fixed assets.

4.13	 Financial instruments	

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the corporation becomes a party to the 
contractual provisions of the financial instrument.	

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised initially at cost including associated transaction 
costs which is the fair value of the consideration given for it.	

The financial assets and financial liabilities are measured subsequently as described below:	

Financial assets	

For the purpose of subsequent measurement, financial assets are classified into the following categories 
upon initial recognition:

•	 loans and receivables;

•	 held to maturity; and

•	 available-for-sale financial assets.	

Loans and receivables	

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that 
are not quoted in an active market.	

Held to maturity	

These include held to maturity investments that are financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments and fixed maturity and the corporation has a positive intent and ability to hold these 
investments till maturity. After Initial recognition, these are carried at amortized cost.	

Available for sale	

Available for sale financial instruments are those non-derivative financial assets that are designated 
as available for sale or are not classified as (a) loans and receivables (b) held to maturity investments. 
Investments intended to be held for indefinite period of time, which may be sold on response to needs 
for liquidity or changes in equity prices, are classified as 'available for sale'. The equity securities 
are stated at lower of cost or market value (market value being taken at lower if the fall is other than 
temporary) on aggregate portfolio basis. The fixed income securities and debt securities are stated 
at cost less redemption. Impairment loss is recognized if the fall is other than temporary, if any.	

The investments in subsidiary companies/ entities have been classified as available for sale investments 
and are stated at cost. Provision is made for diminution, other than temporary, in the value of 
investment.
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	As per regulation 4(3) of the Securities and Exchange Commission (Insurance) Rules, 2002 issued by 
the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan, where the insurer control other entities as a 
result of investments made through statutory funds, Consolidated Published Financial Statements 
in respect of such entities are not required to be prepared. Accordingly, the corporation has not 
prepared consolidated financial statements with reference to investments made in subsidiaries.	

Impairment of financial assets	

A financial asset is assessed at each reporting date to determine whether there is any objective evidence 
that it is impaired. A financial asset is considered to be impaired if objective evidence indicates that 
one or more events have had a negative effect on the estimated future cash flows of that asset.	

An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the 
recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset's carrying amount 
does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, if no impairment loss had 
been recognised.	

Derecognition	

Financial assets are derecognized at the time when the corporation loses control of the contractual 
rights that comprise the financial assets. Financial liabilities are derecognized at the time when they 
are extinguished, that is, when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled, or 
expired. Any gains or losses on derecognition of financial assets and financial liabilities are taken to 
the profit and loss account immediately.	

Off setting	

Financial assets and liabilities are off set and the net amount is reported in the balance sheet if the 
corporation has a legal right to set-off the transactions and also intends either to settle on a net basis or 
to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.	

Financial liabilities	

For the purpose of subsequent measurement, financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using 
the effective interest method, which approximates to its cost.

4.14	 Other assets	

Stock of stationery, printed material and maintenance store in hand for investment properties etc. 
are valued at lower of cost or net realisable value. Cost is determined on ‘first in first out’ basis.

4.15	 Fixed assets - tangible

These are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.	

Depreciation is calculated on straight-line method to write off the cost of assets over their expected 
useful lives at the rates specified in note 13 to the financial statements, after taking into account 
residual value, if any. The useful lives, residual values and depreciation methods are reviewed and 
adjusted, if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.	

Depreciation on fixed assets is charged on a proportionate basis.	

Subsequent cost are included in the assets carrying amount or recognized as separate asset, as 
appropriate, only when it is probable that the future economic benefit associated with the item will 
flow to the corporation and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. Normal repairs and 
maintenance are charged to income currently.
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	An item of fixed asset is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected 
from its use or disposal. Gains and losses on disposal of fixed assets are included in current year’s 
income and expenses respectively.	

Capital work in progress is stated at cost less impairment, if any and consist of expenditure incurred 
and advances made in respect of fixed assets in the course of their acquisition, erection, construction 
and installation. The assets are transferred to relevant category of fixed asset when they are available 
for use.

4.16	 Revenue recognition	

Premium

(a)	 Individual life policies	

The initial premium is recognized when the policy is issued after receipt of that premium. Subsequent 

premiums falling due under the policy are recognized if received before expiry of the grace period, 

or if advanced by the corporation under the Automatic Non-Forfeiture provisions. However, 

premiums due in the month of December but not received by 31st December are recognized if the 

grace period is to expire after the next 1st January.

(b)	 Group life policies	

The premium on group life policies is recognized on a proportionate basis.	

Investment properties	

Rental income is recognized on an accrual basis except where dues are more than six months old in 
that case income is recognized on a receipt basis, except the cases that are under litigation.	

Investments	

Income on government securities, term finance certificates and other fixed income securities is 
recognized on an accrual basis for the number of days these are held taking into account effective 
yield on the instruments.	

Dividend income is recognized when the corporation’s right to receive dividend is established.	

Income on debentures is recognized at the prescribed rates, except where recovery is considered 
doubtful in which case the income is recognized on a receipt basis.	

Capital gain / loss arising on sale of listed securities is recognized on settlement date.	

Income on future transactions is taken to income as the difference between ready market purchase 
price and future sale at settlement of future transactions.	

Income on reverse repurchase transactions is taken to income at the date of settlement.		

Others	

All other incomes are recognised on accrual basis.

4.17	 Taxation	

Current	

Current taxation is based on the provisions of the Fourth Schedule to the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.
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	Deferred	

Deferred taxation is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method providing for temporary 
differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes 
and the amounts used for taxation purposes. The amount of deferred tax provided is based on the 
expected manner of realisation on settlement of the carrying amount of assets and liabilities using the 
tax rates enacted at the balance sheet date.	

A deferred tax asset is recognised only to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will 
be available and credits can be utilized. Deferred tax assets are reduced to the extent that it is no 
longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realised.

4.18	 Bad and doubtful debts	

Known bad debts are written off and impairment loss is recognized for debts / receivables considered 
doubtful.

4.19	 Provisions	

Provisions are recognized when the corporation has a present legal or constructive obligation as a 
result of past events and it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will 
be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the amount can be made.

4.20	 Impairment of non financial assets	

The carrying amounts of non financial assets are assessed at each reporting date to ascertain whether 
there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists then the asset's recoverable amount 
is estimated. An impairment loss is recognised, as an expense, for the amount by which the asset's 
carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset's 
fair value less cost to sell and value in use. Value in use is ascertained through discounting of the 
estimated future cash flows using a discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time 
value of money and the risk specific to the assets. For the purpose of assessing impairment, assets are 
grouped at the lowest levels for which there are separately identifiable cash flows (cash generating 
units).

4.21	 Related party transactions and transfer pricing	

Transactions and contracts with the related parties are carried out at arm's length price determined 
in accordance with comparable uncontrolled price method.

4.22	 Cash and cash equivalents	

These include cash and bank and balances and deposits maturing within twelve month.

4.23	 Dividend distributions and appropriations	

Dividend distributions and appropriations are recorded in the period in which the distributions and 
appropriations are approved.

4.24	 Earnings per share	

Earnings per share is calculated by dividing the profit after tax for the year by the weighted average 
number of shares outstanding during the year.

4.25	 Segment reporting	

A business segment is a distinguishable component of the corporation that is engaged in providing 
services that are subject to risks and returns that are different from those of other business segments 
(refer note 4.1). The corporation accounts for segment reporting of operating results using the classes 	
of business as specified under the Insurance Ordinance, 2000 and the SEC (Insurance) Rules, 2002.
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	The corporation’s business segments are reported as shareholders' fund and three statutory funds, 
separately in respect of each class of life insurance business.

4.26	 Foreign currency translations	

Foreign currency transactions during the year are recorded at the exchange rate approximating those 
ruling on the date of transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated 
at the rate of exchange which approximates those prevailing on the balance sheet date. Gains and 
losses on translations are taken to income currently. Non monetary items that are major in terms of 
historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the date of initial 
transactions. Non monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using 
the exchange rate at the date when the fair value was determined.

4.27	 Functional and presentation currency	

These financial statements are presented in Pakistan Rupees, which is the corporation’s functional 
and presentation currency.

4.28	 Level of precision	

Figures in these financial statements have been rounded off to nearest thousand rupees. In narrative 
notes, certain figures have been rounded off to million of rupees.

5.	 ISSUED, SUBSCRIBED AND PAID-UP SHARE CAPITAL

(Rupees in '000)	
2009	 2008		 2009	 2008	

             Number of shares

		11,000,000 	  9,000,000	 Ordinary shares of Rs. 100 each 		  1,100,000 	  900,000 		

-      	  2,000,000 	 Issued during the year against surplus		 -      	  200,000		

11,000,000	 11,000,000 	 As at December 31,		 1,100,000 	  1,100,000

	The Government of Pakistan is the sole shareholder. In the year 2008, 2,000,000 ordinary shares of Rs. 100 
each were issued to Government of Pakistan against surplus in share holders' fund to fulfill the minimum 
capital requirement of AED 50 million of Government of UAE.

6	 STAFF RETIREMENT BENEFITS		

Defined benefit plans	

- Post retirement medical benefits - unfunded 		  647,767 	  598,630 	

- Unfunded staff gratuity		  94,745 	  100,597 	

- Compensated absences 		  526,886 	  418,441 				

 1,269,398 	  1,117,668

(Rupees in '000)				
                  Aggregate				

2009	 2008
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(Rupees in '000)			

Note	      	        Employees' pension fund	          Post retirement medical benefits					

2009	 2008	 2009	 2008

6.1	 Reconciliation of (receivable from) / payable to defined benefit plans and other benefits

	Present value of defined benefit obligations	 6.1.2		  4,293,798 	  3,361,488 	  628,959 	  432,776 	
Fair value of plan assets	 6.1.3		  (4,307,221)	  (3,472,726)	  -      	  -      	
Net actuarial gains / (losses) not recognised			  (486,755)	  (433,530)	  18,808 	  165,854 	

Net (receivable) / payable recognised as at the year-end			  (500,178)	  (544,768)	  647,767 	  598,630

6.1.1	 Movement in balance (receivable) / payable

	Opening balance of (receivable) / payable 			  (544,768)	  (430,225)	  598,629 	  553,858 	
Expense recognised			  69,806 	  (57,782)	  64,583 	  59,676 	
Refunds / (Contributions) during the year							
- corporation's contribution / benefits paid			  (25,216)	  (56,761)	  (15,445)	  (14,904)	

Closing balance of (receivable) / payable 			  (500,178)	  (544,768)	  647,767 	  598,630

6.1.2	 Reconciliation of the present value 
of the defined benefit obligation

	Present value of obligation as at 01 January			  3,361,488 	  3,107,022 	  432,776 	  453,066 	
Current service cost			  44,892 	  35,144 	  11,845 	  12,169 	
Interest cost			  491,921 	  357,308 	  62,953 	  52,103 	
Benefit paid			  (198,014)	  (187,236)	  (15,445)	  (14,904)	
Actuarial losses/(gains)			  593,511 	  49,250 	  136,830 	  (69,658)	

Present value of the defined benefit obligation			  4,293,798 	  3,361,488 	  628,959 	  432,776

6.1.3	 Changes in fair values of plan assets

	Net assets as at  January 01, 2009			  3,472,726 	  3,915,082 	  -      	  -      	
Expected return on plan assets			  474,196 	  450,234 	  -      	  -      	
Contributions received			  8,894 	  37,742 	  -      	  -      	
Increase in financial charges receivable			  16,321 	  19,008 	  -      	  -      	
Benefits paid			  (198,014)	  (187,236)	  -      	  -      	
Actuarial losses/(gains)			  533,098 	  (762,104)	  -      	  -      	

Net assets as at December 31, 2009 			  4,307,221 	  3,472,726 	  -      	  -

6.1.4	 Actual return on plan assets

	Actual return on plan assets			  1,007,294 	  (311,870)	  -      	  -

6.1.5	 Charge for defined benefit plans	

The following amounts have been charged in respect of defined benefit plans and other benefits:
	Current service cost			  44,892 	  35,144 	  11,845 	  12,169 	
Interest cost			  491,922 	  357,308 	  62,953 	  52,103 	
Expected return on plan assets			  (474,196)	  (450,234)	  -      	  -      	
Actuarial gain recognised			  7,188 	  -      	  (10,215)	  (4,596)				

 69,806 	  (57,782)	  64,583 	  59,676

6.2	 The corporation obtained advice from the Appointed Actuary regarding the adequacy and 
appropriateness of the provisions made in respect of Unfunded Staff Gratuity and Compensated 
Absences in these financial statements. The Appointed Actuary has opined that the provisions appearing 
in these financial statements are estimated to be marginally higher than the actuarial estimation. The 
difference, being immaterial, has been ignored.
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6.3	 Principal actuarial assumptions	

The latest actuarial valuations of the employees' pension fund and post retirement medical benefits  
were carried out at as at December 31, 2009 by the appointed actuary. The principal actuarial 
assumptions used are as follows:

(Rupees in '000)			

       	      	        Employees' pension fund	          Post retirement medical benefits					

2009	 2008	 2009	 2008					
(%)	 (%)	 (%)	 (%)

	Discount rate			  12.75 	  15.00 	  12.75 	  15.00 			
Expected rate of return on plan assets			  12.75 	  15.00 	  -   	  -   			
Long term salary increase rate (staff only)			  10.75 	  13.00 	  11.75 	  14 			
Future increase in frozen pension			  11.75 	  14.00 					
Future increase in pension (after retirement)			  9.75 	  12.00 	  -   	  -   			
Pre-retirement mortality			  LIC(1975-79)UIt 	  LIC(1975-79)UIt 	  LIC(1975-79)UIt 	  LIC(1975-79)UIt	
Post-retirement mortality			  PA(90)+1M/F 	  PA(90)+1M/F 	  PA(90)+1M/F 	  PA(90)+1M/F 

	The expected return on plan assets is based on the market expectations and depends on the asset 
portfolio of the corporation, at the beginning of the period, for returns over the entire life of the 
related obligation.

7	 CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS

7.1	 Contingencies

7.1.1	 The proceedings under section 122(5A) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 were initiated by the 
Additional Commissioner/Taxation Officer-D, Audit Division, Large Taxpayers Unit (LTU), Karachi 
for the tax years 2003-2007 through notice dated August 12, 2008 on the ground that surplus 
attributable to the policyholders during the said years has not been paid within three years from its 
appropriation to the policyholders and this should be added back under the provision of section 34 
(5) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.	

The department proceeded to pass the order under section 122(5A) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 
2001 for the tax year 2003 whereby demand of Rs 2,126 million was raised. The petition was then 
filed by the corporation in October 2008 before the Honorable High Court of Sindh through its legal 
advisor to challenge the notice of the Additional Commissioner mainly on the ground that the 
proceedings initiated under section 122(5A) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 by the Additional 
Commissioner are ab-initio void, being unlawful jurisdiction. Further, the Fourth Schedule to the 
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 restricts taxable income to that portion of actuarial surplus which is 
attributed to the shareholders fund by the appointed actuary. Therefore, the application of provision 
of section 34(5) of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 lacks legal sanctity. The Honorable High Court 
admitted the petition for regular hearing and stayed the proceedings till the judgement of the Court. 
In this respect, the corporation has paid the amount of Rs. 631.562 million under section 137 of the 
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 under the directive of the said Court.	

The management is confident that the ultimate outcome of these matters will be decided in the favour of 
the corporation and accordingly, no provision is required in financial statement for the balance demand.

7.1.2	 The corporation has filed appeals against certain cases in the Honorable High Court of Sindh contesting 
the decision of the Income Tax Appellete Tribunal (ITAT) for the income years 1992-93 to 2001-2002 
mainly relating to turnover tax and excess perquisites. In addition, the issue of tax rate was raised 
for the income years 1992-93 to 1996-97. The income tax department added back the excess perquisites 
to the taxable income and tax liability was enhanced accordingly. Further, Income Tax Department 
re-opened these assessments and rectified them to invoke provisions of turnover tax on the ground 
that the tax paid under Fourth Schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 is less than turnover tax
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	and hence, should be paid accordingly. The corporation then filed aforesaid appeals on the ground 
that the Fourth Schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001 restricts taxable income to that portion 
of actuarial surplus which is attributed to the shareholders fund by the Appointed Actuary.	

The management is confident that the ultimate outcome of these matters will be decided in the favour 
of the corporation and accordingly, no provision is required in financial statement on account of these 
matters.

7.2	 Commitments	
There are no commitments as at the year end (2008 : Rs. 2,500 million).

8	 CASH AND BANK DEPOSITS

8.1	 Cash and others
(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate			
Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

	Cash in hand		  -      	  4,584 	  -      	  -      	  4,584 	  5,039 	
Cash in transit		  -      	  49,454 	  -      	  -      	  49,454 	  106,287 											

 -      	  54,038 	  -      	  -      	  54,038 	  111,326

8.2	 Current and other accounts

	Current accounts		  -      	  2,186,704 	  212,284 	  6,692 	  2,405,680 	  2,320,305 	
PLS accounts		  -      	  149,526 	  -      	  -      	  149,526 	  138,662 											

 -      	  2,336,230 	  212,284 	  6,692 	  2,555,206 	  2,458,967

8.3	 Deposits maturing within 12 months
	Call  and SNTD								
Habib Bank Limited		  713 	  837,754 	  -      	  -      	  838,467 	  2,472,769 	
United Bank Limited		  -      	  4,000 	  443,086 	  -      	  447,086 	  479,247 	
Habib Metropolitan Bank Limited		  -      	  1 	  -      	  -      	  1 	  1 	
National Bank of Pakistan		  -      	  5 	  -      	  -      	  5 	  240,005 									

PLS Unisaver								
United Bank Limited		  -      	  6,699,660 	  -      	  -      	  6,699,660 	  7,026,330 									

Term Deposit Receipts								
Barclays Bank Plc 								
Pakistan Limited		  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  100,000 	
Habib Bank Limited		  282,000 	  718,000 	  -      	  -      	  1,000,000 	  -      	
KASB Bank Limited		  -      	  25,000 	  -      	  -      	  25,000 	  -      	
National Bank of Pakistan		  -      	  500,000 	  -      	  -      	  500,000 	  -      									

Special Saving Accounts								
Askari Commercial Bank Limited		  -      	  812,362 	  -      	  -      	  812,362 	  500,418 	
Allied Bank of Pakistan		  -      	  551,201 	  -      	  -      	  551,201 	  924,128 	
National Bank of Pakistan		  -      	  2 	  -      	  -      	  2 	  1,004,283 	
KASB Bank Limited		  -      	  24,061 	  -      	  -      	  24,061 	  313,366 	
Bank Al-Falah Limited		  -      	  66,636 	  -      	  -      	  66,636 	  1,192,861 	
The Bank of Punjab		  -      	  14 	 -      	  -      	  14 	  5 	
Others		  -      	  -      	 19,869  	  -      	  19,869 	  82,311 			

 282,713 	  10,238,696 	  462,955 	  -      	  10,984,364 	  14,335,724

8.4	 Deposits maturing after 12 months

	Others		  -      	 840	  -      	  -      	  840 	  840 	
Abroad		  -      	 970	  1,349,074 	  -      	  1,350,044 	  1,269,642 			

 -      	  1,810 	  1,349,074 	  -      	  1,350,884 	  1,270,482
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	Cash loans		  -   	  9,793,497 	  206,928 	  -   	  10,000,425 	  8,375,454 	
Automatic non-forfeiture provisions		  -   	  5,844,648 	  200,479 	  -   	  6,045,127 	  4,892,556 											

 -   	  15,638,145 	  407,407 	  -   	  16,045,552 	  13,268,010

(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate			
Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

10	 INVESTMENT PROPERTIES		

Investment properties	 10.1	  2,180,797 	  2,160,072 	

Capital work in progress	 10.2	  358,189 	  277,157 									

 2,538,986 	  2,437,229

(Rupees in '000)				
                  Aggregate			

Note	 2009	 2008

10.1	 INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

	Freehold land	  273,099 	  70	 273,169 	  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	  273,169 	 -											

Leasehold land	  309,924 	  20,870 	  330,794 	  71,456 	  (605)	  3,819 	  74,670 	  256,124 	 1 to 4.2											

Leasehold improvements	  7,733 	  4,524 	  12,257 	  5,795 	  2 	  369 	  6,166 	  6,091 	 5											

Building, roads and structure	 1,748,189 	  24,092 	  1,772,281 	  264,941 	  -   	  17,579 	  282,520 	  1,489,761 	 1											

Electric installation and fittings	  1,139,510 	  56,414	 1,194,158 	  976,191 	   -   	 64,045 	  1,038,506 	  155,652 	 10			
 		 (1,766)			  (1,730)								

 3,478,455 	  105,970 	  3,582,659 	  1,318,383 	  -   	  85,812 	  1,401,862 	  2,180,797 						
 (1,766)			  (2,333)

(Rupees in '000)											
Written down	 Depreci					

As at	 Additions/	 As at 	 As at		 Charge 	 As at	  value as at	 ation				
Jan. 01, 	 (Disposals)	 Dec. 31,	 Jan. 01,	 Adjustment	 for	 Dec. 31,	 Dec. 31,	 Rate (%)				

2009		 2009	 2009		 the year	 2009	 2009

Cost Depreciation/Impairment

8.4.1	 There include fixed deposits equivalent to Rs. 0.583 million (2008: Rs. 0.373 million) with the Kenya 
Commercial Bank Limited, Kenya, Rs. 0.386 million (2008: Rs. 0.183 million) with the Bank of Ceylon 
and Grindlays Bank Limited, Sri Lanka, as security for policy holders and Rs. 141.332 million (2008: 
Rs. 85.480 million) deposited as guarantees issued to the Ministry of Economy, Dubai (UAE) against 
permission for doing life insurance business in UAE.

9	 LOANS SECURED AGAINST LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES
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10.2	 This mainly represents the amount incurred for the renovation, electrical and civil works in the 
corporation's properties located in Islamabad and Gujranwala.

10.3	 The corporation occupied approximately 22 % (2008: 21%) of the total rentable area in the buildings 
classified as investment properties, which is used by the corporation for administrative purpose.

10.4	 The fair value of the investment properties, determined by the independent valuers, owned by the 
corporation is amounting to Rs. 21,681 million (2008: Rs. 22,774 million).

10.5	 The above includes:	

Title deeds of 58 plots/buildings  that were taken over by the corporation under the Life Insurance 
(Nationalization) Order, 1972 (LINO) dated November 01, 1972 which have  been transferred in the 
name of the corporation. The title deeds of 24 plots/buildings are still in the name of defunct insurance 
companies that have been merged in the corporation as per the LINO.

10.6	 There are properties costing Rs. 1.704 million (2008: Rs. 1.704 million) having written down value 
of Rs. 0.603 million (2008: Rs. 0.603 million) to which the corporation’s title is disputed. Against this, 
a provision of Rs. 0.603 million (2008: Rs. 0.603 million) exist for loss of assets, if any.

10.7	 A plot at Rawalpindi costing Rs. 0.431 million (2008: Rs. 0.431 million) of which execution of title 
deed is pending due to dispute with Cantonment Board, Rawalpindi.

10.8	 Plot at Mirpur (Azad Kashmir) costing Rs. 0.242 million for which execution of title deed remained 
unexecuted.

10.9	 The above also includes Rs. 23 million (2008: Rs. 20 million) paid by the corporation to the People 
Media Foundation (PMF) for acquisition of  ground floor measuring 13,000 sq. ft. in PMF Complex 
(Press Club Building) at G-8, Markaz, Islamabad. The corporation took over the possession of ground 
floor in July 1996, under an irrevocable General Power of Attorney, as the construction of the building 
was incomplete. The management of the corporation is of the opinion that under the irrevocable 
General Power of Attorney, the corporation is in a position to freely transfer the title of the said 
property in its own name.

	Freehold land	  273,099 	  -   	  -   	  273,099 	  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	  273,099 	 -											

Leasehold land	  309,537 	  387 	  -   	  309,924 	  67,929 	  (3)	  3,530 	  71,456 	  238,468 	 1 to 4.2											

Leasehold improvements	  7,721 	  12 	  -   	  7,733 	  5,488 	  -   	  307 	  5,795 	  1,938 	 5											

Building, roads and structure	  1,718,628 	  29,561 	  -   	  1,748,189 	  247,459 	  -   	  17,482 	  264,941 	  1,483,248 	 1											

Electric installation and fittings	  1,060,079 	  83,255 	  (3,824)	  1,139,510 	  916,821 	  (1,435)	  60,805 	  976,191 	  163,319 	 10														

3,369,064 	  113,215 	  (3,824)	  3,478,455 	  1,237,697 	  (1,438)	  82,124 	  1,318,383 	  2,160,072

(Rupees in '000)												
Written down	 Depreci					

As at	 Additions/	 Transfer	 As at	 As at		 Charge 	 As at	  value as at	 ation				
Jan. 01, 		 (Out)	 Dec. 31,	 Jan. 01,	 Adjustment	 for	 Dec. 31,	 Dec. 31,	 Rate (%)				

2008			 2008	 2008		 the year	 2008	 2008

Cost Depreciation/Impairment
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	Held to maturity																		

Pakistan Investment Bonds										

5 Years	 2011	 9.66%	  -      	  3,018,857 	  -      	  -      	  3,018,857 	  3,009,999  	  		

10 Years 	 2010-2019	 6.32%-14.04%	  339,037 	  59,659,237 	  -      	  78,480 	  60,076,754 	  56,889,710  	  		

15 Years 	 2019-2023	 7.00%-14.82%	  -      	  11,865,273 	  -      	  51,681 	  11,916,954 	    11,007,587  	 		

20 Years 	 2024-2028	 7.99%-15.11%	  -      	  23,341,266 	  -      	  -      	  23,341,266 	  21,099,629  	  		

30 Years 	 2036-2038	 10.22%-15.59%	  105,549 	  37,211,397 	  -      	  -      	  37,316,946 	  32,617,625  	

10 Years Defence Savings Certificates	 2010	 15.01%	  -      	  803,245 	  -      	  -         	  803,245 	  698,398  	

Islamic Republic of Pakistan-Bonds	 2036	 6.875%-7.875%	  -      	  -      	  902,920 	   -         	  902,920 	  864,712  	

Government Debts - TFC	 2014	 KIBOR + 1.75%-2%	  -      	  8,309,970 	  -      	   -         	  8,309,970 	  -      															

 444,586 	  144,209,245 	  902,920 	  130,161 	  145,686,912 	  126,187,660

(Rupees in ‘000)				

Maturity year	 Effective yield  	Share holder’s                         Statutory Funds		                      Aggregate							

Fund	 Pakistan Life	 Overseas Life	 Pension 	 2009	 2008							
Fund	 Fund	 Fund

11.1	 Government securities

	Market value of the government securities carried at amortized cost amounted to Rs. 127,916 million 
(2008: Rs. 97,493 million).	

Government securities include Rs. 110 million (2008: Rs. 90 million) placed with the State Bank of Pakistan, 
in accordance with Section 29 of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000.

11	 INVESTMENTS	

Government securities	 11.1	  145,686,912 	 126,187,660 	

Other fixed income securities	 11.2	  4,598,041 	  1,335,470 	

Listed equity securities 	 11.3	  22,846,171 	 22,343,773 	

Unlisted equity securities and mutual fund units	 11.4	  1,683,795 	  1,690,218 	

Holding in subsidiaries	 11.5	  164,148 	  62,952 	

Less: Provision for diminution in value	 11.6	  (243,606)	  (195,945)				

 174,735,461 	 151,424,128 	

Details of investment portfolio are as under:

(Rupees in '000)				
                    Aggregate			

Note	 2009	 2008
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	Held to maturity									
Term Finance Certificates:									
   - Listed									
Orix Leasing Pakistan Limited 	
(2nd Issue)	 2011	 KIBOR+1.50%	  -   	  168,818 	  -   	  -   	  168,818 	  202,888 	
Pakistan Mobile Communication 	
Limited (2nd Issue)	 2013	 KIBOR+1.65%	  -   	  208,514 	  -   	  -   	  208,514 	  -   	
Pakistan Mobile Communication 	
Limited (3rd Issue)	 2013	 KIBOR+2.85%	  -   	  202,308 	  -   	  -   	  202,308 	  201,995 	
Engro Chemical Pakistan Limited	 2015	 KIBOR+1.55%	  -   	  115,290 	  -   	  -   	  115,290 	  115,414 	
Engro Chemical Pakistan Limited	 2015	 KIBOR+1.55%	  -   	  43,295 	  -   	  -   	  43,295 	  43,320 	
Engro Chemical Pakistan Limited	 2015	 KIBOR+1.55%	  -   	  42,827 	  -   	  -   	  42,827 	  42,725 	
Pak Arab Fertilizer Limited	 2013	 KIBOR+1.50%	  -   	  222,850 	  -   	  -   	  222,850 	  222,320 				

 -   	  1,003,902 	  -   	  -   	  1,003,902 	  828,662 										

   - Unlisted									
Pakistan Mobile Communication 	
Limited  (4th Issue)	 2010	 KIBOR+1.3	  -   	  144,111 	  -   	  -   	  144,111 	  143,708 										

Government Guarantee Term Finance Facility									
    National Investment Trust Limited	 2012	 KIBOR+1.00	  -   	  2,240,779 	  -   	  -   	  2,240,779 	  -   										

Certificates of Investments									
Pak Kuwait Investment 	 2010	 12.45%	  -   	  -      	  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	
Company (Private) Limited			  66,000 	  -      	  -   	  -   	  66,000 	  -   	
First Dawood Investment Bank Limited	 2009	 17%	  -   	  100,000 	  -   	  -   	  100,000 	  100,000 				

 66,000 	  100,000 	  -   	  -   	  166,000 	  100,000 	
Debentures (Note 11.7)			  -   	  7,573 	  -   	  -   	  7,573 	  7,573 										

Available for sale									
Foreign fixed income securities			  -   	  -   	  1,035,676 	  -   	  1,035,676 	  255,527 				

 66,000 	  3,496,365 	  1,035,676 	  -   	  4,598,041 	  1,335,470

(Rupees in ‘000)				

Maturity 	Rate of Profit  	 Share holder’s		 Statutory Funds		                      Aggregate					

year		 Fund	 Pakistan Life	 Overseas Life	 Pension 	 2009	 2008							

Fund	 Fund	 Fund

11.2	 Other fixed income securities

(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate		

Note	 Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund
	Available for sale																

Ordinary shares and stocks 	 11.3.1	  -      	  22,746,906 	  75,914 	  -      	  22,822,820 	  22,343,773 	
Preference shares 	 11.3.2	  -      	  23,351 	  -     	  -      	  23,351 	  -       			

 -      	  22,770,257 	  75,914 	  -      	  22,846,171 	  22,343,773

11.3	 Listed equities
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11.3.1	 Ordinary shares and stocks	

Pakistan Life Fund Listed companies
Sector

								(Rupees in ‘000)				
2009			 2008					

 Number of	 Book	 Market	 Number of	 Book	 Market			
shares	 value	 value	 shares	 value	 value

	Mutual Funds - Closed End		 20,261,023 	 327,105 	 220,880 	 20,324,260 	 327,294 	 92,999 	
Modarabas		 27,472,733 	 363,764 	 118,794 	 27,472,733 	 363,764 	 116,757 	
Leasing Companies		 12,607,286 	 173,817 	 104,176 	 12,607,286 	 173,817 	 222,465 	
Investment Banks/Cos./Securities		 24,993,995 	 347,874 	 220,831 	 17,572,184 	 271,099 	 644,527 	
Commercial Banks		 388,434,975 	 4,281,161 	 7,787,719 	 367,083,268 	 4,292,354 	 4,913,226 	
Insurance		 91,032,474 	 95,442 	 2,419,748 	 89,869,656 	 95,443 	 2,427,877 	
Textile Spinning		 7,480,700 	 149,015 	 184,671 	 9,798,025 	 150,139 	 177,913 	
Textile Weaving		 780,175 	 8,218 	 2,858 	 780,175 	 8,218 	 1,692 	
Textile Composite		 27,316,626 	 301,592 	 649,874 	 27,463,982 	 320,272 	 648,500 	
Woolen		 647,950 	 7,632 	 8,229 	 647,950 	 7,632 	 34,304 	
Synthetic & Rayon		 6,816,000 	 194,887 	 112,635 	 7,013,307 	 195,809 	 104,824 	
Jute		 395,318 	 4,472 	 16,512 	 365,522 	 4,472 	 13,213 	
Sugar & Allied Industries		 11,511,722 	 77,441 	 347,409 	 10,559,815 	 77,431 	 321,404 	
Cement		 31,263,826 	 523,032 	 371,148 	 32,098,082 	 540,192 	 287,004 	
Tobacco		 745,869 	 7,284 	 74,622 	 745,869 	 7,284 	 75,822 	
Refinery		 4,057,788 	 171,449 	 673,201 	 4,231,626 	 174,896 	 381,190 	
Power Generation & Distribution		 24,926,534 	 709,923 	 703,317 	 21,736,932 	 614,515 	 298,942 	
Oil & Gas Marketing Companies		 66,334,595 	 2,686,578 	 5,042,027 	 66,315,595 	 2,681,057 	 3,200,015 	
Oil & Gas Exploration Companies		 47,292,814 	 5,976,741 	 8,018,717 	 42,934,706 	 5,825,203 	 3,474,456 	
Engineering		 2,763,917 	 73,370 	 142,237 	 2,755,841 	 73,658 	 139,644 	
Automobile  Assembler		 4,673,774 	 150,935 	 783,181 	 4,442,419 	 151,441 	 362,392 	
Automobile Parts & Accessories		 1,858,872 	 38,223 	 112,336 	 1,840,265 	 38,223 	 69,349 	
Cable & Electrical Goods		 5,201,977 	 63,219 	 161,453 	 4,921,722 	 63,219 	 189,028 	
Transport		 5,517,226 	 48,773 	 78,668 	 5,526,317 	 49,173 	 88,473 	
Technology & Communication		 54,890,744 	 1,668,952 	 1,022,316 	 57,464,284 	 1,688,360 	 966,303 	
Fertilizer		 73,807,762 	 2,956,203 	 8,289,020 	 54,554,257 	 2,713,092 	 3,722,824 	
Pharmaceuticals		 9,521,227 	 177,086 	 1,053,568 	 9,251,403 	 177,107 	 1,002,591 	
Chemicals		 8,225,787 	 428,590 	 991,783 	 8,487,075 	 430,422 	 697,093 	
Paper & Board		 10,312,135 	 279,321 	 775,336 	 10,312,135 	 279,321 	 617,518 	
Vanaspati & Allied Industries		 200,442 	 1,461 	 2,043 	 200,442 	 1,463 	 2,274 	
Leather & Tanneries		 179,192 	 5,690 	 12,327 	 179,192 	 5,690 	 12,537 	
Food & Personal Care - Products		 1,509,462 	 413,189 	 2,018,057 	 1,325,916 	 413,189 	 1,666,399 	
Glass & Ceramics		 550,844 	 8,059 	 2,457 	 469,902 	 7,412 	 1,270 	
Miscellaneous		 2,062,437 	 26,408 	 76,757 	 2,113,069 	 121,112 	 190,683 												

 22,746,906 	  42,598,907 	    	  22,343,773 	  27,165,508
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(Rupees in '000)				

      	                          2009	           	                           2008					

Number of	 Book	 Number of	 Book					
shares	 value	 shares	 value

11.3.2	 Preference Shares

	Arag Industries			  771,612 	  3,593 	  771,612 	  3,593 	
Saleem Sugar Mills			  1,501 	  150 	  1,501 	  150 	
Maple Leaf 			  268,034 	  2,680 	  268,034 	  2,680 	
Nishat Chunian 			  1,692,848 	  16,928 	  -      	  -   					

 23,351 		  6,423

(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate		

Note	 Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund
	Available for sale								
Ordinary shares and stocks	 11.4.1							
  - De-listed companies		  -   	  46,505 	  -   	  -   	  46,505 	  46,505 	
  - Un-listed companies/institutions		  -   	  132,186 	  -   	  -   	  132,186 	  132,186 	
Preference shares		  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	  6,423 	
Open end mutual fund	 11.4.2	  -   	  1,505,104 	  -   	  -   	  1,505,104 	  1,505,104 			

 -   	  1,683,795 	  -   	  -   	  1,683,795 	  1,690,218

11.4	 Unlisted equities

(Rupees in '000)				

      	                          2009	           	                           2008					

Number of	 Book	 Number of	 Book					
shares	 value	 shares	 value

11.4.1	 Ordinary shares and stocks 
De-listed companies

	Adamjee Industries Limited			  174,597 	  2,001 	  174,597 	  2,001 	
Adamjee Paper Product Limited			  120,242 	  1,045 	  120,242 	  1,045 	
Akbar Textile Mills Limited			  39,900 	  383 	  39,900 	  383 	
Akber Cotton Mills Limited			  31,360 	  314 	  31,360 	  314 	
Allied Textile Mills Limited			  72,634 	  792 	  72,634 	  792 	
Arag Industries Limited			  23,963 	  118 	  23,963 	  118 	
Automotive Equipment Limited			  7,800 	  92 	  7,800 	  92 	
Baluchistan Foundry Limited			  84,520 	  421 	  84,520 	  421 	
Baluchistan Textile Mills Limited			  27,420 	  267 	  27,420 	  267 	
Bankers Equity Limited			  538,995 	  15,415 	  538,995 	  15,415 	
Bawany Industries Limited			  73,774 	  1,415 	  73,774 	  1,415 	
Chemical Limited			  19,544 	  195 	  19,544 	  195 	
Chemphar Limited			  100 	  1 	  100 	  1 	
Dost Muhammad Textile Mills Limited			  14,150 	  225 	  14,150 	  225 	

Carried Forward			  1,228,999 	  22,684 	  1,228,999 	  22,684
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(Rupees in '000)				

      	                          2009	           	                           2008					

Number of	 Book	 Number of	 Book					
shares	 value	 shares	 value

	Brought Forward			  1,228,999 	  22,684 	  1,228,999 	  22,684 	
Elmac Engineering Limited			  100 	  1 	  100 	  1 	
Fullbrite Mills Limited			  100 	  1 	  100 	  1 	
Ghafar Textile Mills Limited			  1,000 	  10 	  1,000 	  10 	
Gillanders Limited			  10,000 	  100 	  10,000 	  100 	
Grace Industries Limited			  50 	  1 	  50 	  1 	
H.Sheikh M.H Limited			  46,100 	  460 	  46,100 	  460 	
K R T C			  6,800 	  -   	  6,800 	  -   	
Karachi Pipes Limited			  20,800 	  416 	  20,800 	  416 	
Khairpur Textile Mills  Limited			  6,900 	  104 	  6,900 	  104 	
Kohinoor Cotton Mills Limited			  33,468 	  324 	  33,468 	  324 	
Madina Textile Mills Limited			  40,900 	  204 	  40,900 	  204 	
Mohib Textile Mills Limited			  375,847 	  13,530 	  375,847 	  13,530 	
Northern Foundries Limited			  95,050 	  1,001 	  95,050 	  1,001 	
Nowshera Engineering Limited			  22,125 	  222 	  22,125 	  222 	
Ocean Industries Limited			  2,000 	  -   	  2,000 	  -   	
Pak Chrome Limited			  25,477 	  552 	  25,477 	  552 	
Pak Paper corporation Limited			  245,644 	  2,441 	  245,644 	  2,441 	
R C D Ball Bearing Limited 			  58,031 	  371 	  58,031 	  371 	
Refrigerator Manufacturing Limited			  192,546 	  1,712 	  192,546 	  1,712 	
Sunshine Cloth Limited			  103,200 	  1,578 	  103,200 	  1,578 	
Sun Publication Limited			  2,042 	  -   	  2,042 	  -   	
Synthetic Chemical Limited			  81,500 	  793 	  81,500 	  793 					

 46,505 		  46,505 	
Un-listed companies / institutions														

Arabian Sea Country Club Limited			  500,000 	  5,000 	  500,000 	  5,000 	
Baluchistan Fisheries Limited			  20,000 	  200 	  20,000 	  200 	
Bank of Kashmir			  10 	  -   	  10 	  -   	
Burma Soap Limited			  2,000 	  20 	  2,000 	  20 	
Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan			  78,337 	  8,298 	  78,337 	  8,298 	
Innovative Housing Finance Limited			  12,673 	  14,800 	  12,673 	  14,800 	
Mercantile Enterprises Limited			  100 	  1 	  100 	  1 	
Mercantile Fiber Limited			  10,200 	  99 	  10,200 	  99 	
National Construction Limited			  1 	  -   	  1 	  -   	
Pak Emerging Venture Limited			  12,500,000 	  51,415 	  12,500,000 	  51,415 	
People Steel Mills Limited			  1,998,967 	  19,990 	  1,998,967 	  19,990 	
Schon Refinery Limited			  1,456,500 	  29,130 	  1,456,500 	  29,130 	
State Bank of Pakistan			  29,458 	  3,221 	  29,458 	  3,221 	
Sukkar Commercial Limited			  1,200 	  12 	  1,200 	  12 					

 132,186 		  132,186

	The Karachi Stock Exchange (Guarantee) Limited (“KSE”) placed a “Floor Mechanism” on the market 
value of securities based on the closing prices of securities prevailing as on 27 August 2008. Consequent 
to the introduction of ‘floor mechanism’ by KSE, the market volume declined significantly during the 
period from 27 August 2008 to 15 December 2008. There were lower floors on a number of securities 
at 31 December 2008.	

SECP vide circular No.3/2009 dated 16 February, 2009 allowed that, for the purpose of application 
of clause 16(1)(a) of Part A and clause 13(1)(a) of Part B to the Annexure II: “Statements required 
to be filed by life and non-life insurers” of the Insurance Rules 2002, where the market value of any 
available for sale investment as at December 31,2008 was less than cost, the fall in value might be 
treated as temporary and the investment valued at cost. If the fall in value of available for sale 
investments is treated as temporary, then twenty five percent of the difference after any adjustment 
/ effect for price movements was to be recognized on quarterly basis during the calendar year ending 
on December 31, 2009. The decline in value of available for sale investment as at December 31, 2008 
was to be treated as charged to profit and loss account for the purpose of distribution of dividend.
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	The corporation did not follow the requirements of the above mentioned circular, because based on 
aggregate portfolio basis the market value was considerably higher than the cost of such investment 
at which these are stated in these financial statements. 		

As at December 31, 2009 the value of certain securitites were below their cost amounting to Rs. 
3,317.532 million.  This prolonged and significant decline in the value of investments requires recording 
of impairment in the financial statements. However, the corporation has not recorded the same.

(Rupees in '000)				

      	                          2009	           	                           2008					

Number of	 Book	 Number of	 Book					
units	 value	 units	 value

11.4.2	 Open End Mutual Funds - Unlisted

	National Investment Trust Units			  99,914 	  4,731 	  99,914 	  4,731 	
Pak Capital Market Fund			  39,401 	  373 	  39,401 	  373 	
NIT Equity Market Opportunity Fund			  17,282,218 	  1,500,000 	  17,282,218 	  1,500,000 					

 1,505,104 		  1,505,104

(Rupees in '000)			

Aggregate				

% of 	 Number of	  Net assets	 2009	 2008				

Holding	 shares	 value

11.5	 Holding in subsidiary companies

	Alpha Insurance Company Limited*			 92.01%	  27,934,843 	  325,229 	  102,518 	  1,322 	
State Life (Lackie Road)								
Properties (Private) Limited**			 100%	  248,156 	  1,980 	  11,242 	  11,242 	
State Life (Abdullah Haroon Road)								
Properties (Private) Limited**			 100%	  500,000 	  3,280 	  23,388 	  23,388 	
State Assets Management Company								
Limited**			 90%	  2,700,000 	  17,736 	  27,000 	  27,000 														

 348,225 	  164,148 	  62,952

	Winding up process of State Assets Management Company Limited (SAMCO) has been initiated by 
the Board of Directors in pursuance of the instruction received from the Ministry of Commerce. 
Provision of Rs. 11.038 million (2008: Rs. 11.752 million) has been made against this investment.	

The investments in State life (Lackie Road) Properties (Private) Limited and State Life (Abdullah 
Haroon Road) Properties (Private) Limited have been carried at cost amounting to Rs. 11.242 million 
(2008: Rs. 11.242 million) and Rs. 23.388 million (2008: Rs. 23.388 million) respectively. These are 
wholly owned subsidiaries of the corporation. As per the latest audited financial statements of these 
investee companies, the net assets value is Rs. 1.980 million (2008: Rs. 2.056 million) and Rs. 3.280 
million (2008: Rs. 5.964 million) respectively. No provision for Rs. 29.370 million (2008: Rs. 26.610 
million) being the difference of carrying value of the investments and net assets value of the subsidiaries 
has been made in the financial statements, as the management is of the view that after taking into 
account the revalued amount of the properties of the subsidiaries that has been carried out by an 
independent surveyor, the net asset value of the subsidiaries are higher than the carrying amount.	

The corporation has made provision for  impairment, on certain equity securities, where the investee 
companies were transferred to the default counter in Karachi Stock Exchange (Gurantee) Limited.

	*    Net assets value is as of December 31, 2009	
**  Net assets value is as of June 30, 2009
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11.6	 Provision for diminution in value
(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate			

Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

	

Other fixed  income securities 		  -   	  (7,573)	  -   	  -   	  (7,573)	  (7,573)	
Listed equities (default counter)		  -   	  (60,928)	  -   	  -   	  (60,928)	  (9,101)	
Unlisted equities 		  -   	  (164,067)	  -   	  -   	  (164,067)	  (167,519)	
Holding in subsidiary companies 		  -   	  (11,038)	  -   	  -   	  (11,038)	  (11,752)			

 -   	  (243,606)	  -   	  -   	  (243,606)	  (195,945)

11.7	 Debentures	

Debentures include an amount of Rs. 6.894 million (2008: Rs. 6.894 million) pertaining to those 
companies which are in liquidation process since 1974. Further, a court case is in process against the 
Colony Textile Mills Limited against debenture loan amounting to Rs. 0.678 million (2008: Rs. 0.678 
million). The corporation had made full provision against these debentures.

	Held-to-maturity	

Government securities		  145,686,912 	  126,187,660 	

Other fixed income securities		  3,562,365 	  1,079,943 			

 149,249,277 	  127,267,603 	

Available-for-sale				
Other fixed income securities		  1,035,676 	  255,527 	

Listed equity securities		  22,846,171 	  22,343,773 	

Unlisted equity securities and mutual fund units		  1,683,795 	  1,690,218 			

 25,565,642 	  24,289,518 	

Holding in subsidiary companies		  164,148 	  62,952 	

Less: 				

Impairment in the value of equity securities		  (243,606)	  (195,945)	

Total Investments - net of provision		  174,735,461 	  151,424,128

(Rupees in '000)				
                  Aggregate				

2009	 2008

11.8	 Investments by classification

11.9	 An amount Rs. 1,080 million has been reclassified from 'Available For Sale' (AFS) to 'Held To Maturity' 
category of which was erroneously classified in AFS in previous years. However, this reclassification 
does not entail any financial impact as the corporation was valuing those securities on amortized cost. 
Further, listed preference shares amounting to Rs. 6.4 million were erroneously classified in unlisted 
securities in previous years these have been reclassified in listed securities. However, this reclassification 
does not impact the financial statements.
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(Rupees in '000)				
                  Aggregate				

2009	 2008
	Receivable from pension fund	 6.1	  500,178 	  135,299 
Other receivables		  221,819 	  208,237 
Provision against other receivables		  (132,770)	  (133,500)			

 89,049 	  74,737 			

 589,227 	  210,036

12	 SUNDRY RECEIVABLES

13	 FIXED ASSETS - Tangible

			                           2009	
Furniture and fixtures	  195,974 	  27,527 	  220,840 	  149,884 	  (2,450)	  7,780 	  155,214 	  65,626 	 10					

 (2,661)								
Office equipment	  78,756 	  7,563 	  84,929 	  67,250 	  (1,116)	  2,253 	  68,387 	  16,542 	 10 to 30					

 (1,390)								
Computer installations - basic	  271,446 	  24,978 	  296,327 	  209,732 	  (96)	  26,147 	  235,783 	  60,544 	 30					

 (97)								
Computer installations - peripheral	  35,450 	  3,017 	  38,416 	  30,403 	  821 	  1,962 	  33,186 	  5,230 	 30					

 (51)								
Vehicles		  71,152 	  10,593 	  78,798 	  71,033 	  (3,718)	  1,256 	  68,571 	  10,227 	 20					

 (2,947)											

 652,778 	  73,678 	  719,310 	  528,302 	  (6,559)	  39,398 	  561,141 	  158,169 						
 (7,146)				  -   

(Rupees in '000)											
Written down	 Depreci					

As at	 Additions/	 As at 	 As at		 Charge for 	 As at	  value ast at	 ation				
Jan. 01, 	 (Disposals)	 Dec. 31,	 Jan. 01,	 Adjustment	 the year	 Dec. 31,	 Dec. 31,	 Rate (%)				

2009		 2009	 2009		 Additions/	 2009	 2009										
(Disposals)

Cost Depreciation/Impairment

			                           2008	
Furniture and fixtures	  197,451 	  18,271 	  195,974 	  160,680 	  (19,028)	  8,232 	  149,884 	  46,090 	 10					

 (19,748)								
Office equipment	  82,630 	  4,436 	  78,756 	  72,640 	  (7,505)	  2,115 	  67,250 	  11,506 	 10 to 30					

 (8,310)								
Computer  installations - basic	  223,353 	  54,221 	  271,446 	  203,160 	  (5,500)	  12,072 	  209,732 	  61,714 	 30					

 (6,128)						
Computer installations - peripheral	  31,500 	  4,144 	  35,450 	  29,189 	  (193)	  1,407 	  30,403 	  5,047 	 30					

 (194)								
Vehicles		  70,891 	  307 	  71,152 	  70,780 	  99 	  154 	  71,033 	  119 	 20					

(46)					

605,825 	  81,379 	  652,778 	  536,449 	  (32,127)	  23,980 	  528,302 	  124,476 						
 (34,426)				  -   

(Rupees in '000)											
Written down	 Depreci					

As at	 Additions/	 As at 	 As at		 Charge for 	 As at	  value ast at	 ation				
Jan. 01, 	 (Disposals)	 Dec. 31,	 Jan. 01,	 Adjustment	 the year	 Dec. 31,	 Dec. 31,	 Rate (%)				

2008		 2008	 2008		 Additions/	 2008	 2008										
(Disposals)

Cost Depreciation/Impairment
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13.1	 Fixed Assets

	Furniture and fixtures								
Cost		  -   	  214,602 	  6,238 	  -   	  220,840 	  195,974 	
Accumulated depreciation		  -   	  (151,544)	  (3,670)	  -   	  (155,214)	  (149,884)	

Book value		  -   	  63,058 	  2,568 	  -   	  65,626 	  46,090 									

Office equipment								
Cost		  -   	  83,512 	  1,417 	  -   	  84,929 	  78,756 	
Accumulated depreciation		  -   	  (67,411)	  (976)	  -   	  (68,387)	  (67,250)	

Book value		  -   	  16,101 	  441 	  -   	  16,542 	  11,506 									

Computer installations  - basic								
Cost		  -   	  293,639 	  2,688 	  -   	  296,327 	  271,446 	
Accumulated depreciation		  -   	  (233,705)	  (2,078)	  -   	  (235,783)	  (209,732)	

Book value		  -   	  59,934 	  610 	  -   	  60,544 	  61,714 									

Computer installations - peripheral								
Cost		  -   	  38,416 	  -   	  -   	  38,416 	  35,450 	
Accumulated depreciation		  -   	  (33,186)	  -   	  -   	  (33,186)	  (30,403)	

Book value		  -   	  5,230 	  -   	  -   	  5,230 	  5,047 									

Vehicles								
Cost		  -   	  76,925 	  1,873 	  -   	  78,798 	  71,152 	
Accumulated depreciation		  -   	  (68,196)	  (375)	  -   	  (68,571)	  (71,033)	

Book value		  -   	  8,729 	  1,498 	  -   	  10,227 	  119 									

Grand Total								
Cost		  -   	  707,094 	  12,216 	  -   	  719,310 	  652,778 	
Accumulated depreciation		  -   	  (554,042)	  (7,099)	  -   	  (561,141)	  (528,302)	

Book value		  -   	  153,052 	  5,117 	  -   	  158,169 	  124,476

(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate			
Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

(Rupees in '000)				
                  Aggregate				

2009	 2008

14.	TAXATION

	Current			  177,645 	  150,000 

14.1	 Relationship between tax expense and accounting profit		
Profit before tax		  496,414 	  446,216 	

Tax at the applicable rate @ 35% (2008: 35%)		  173,745 	  156,176 	

Tax effect of capital gain being exempt		  (210)	  (850)	

Tax effect of dividend income being taxable at lower rate		  (4,664)	  (5,326)	

Others		  8,774 	  -   	

Tax expense for the year		  177,645 	  150,000
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14.2	 There were no taxable or deductible temporary differences attributable to share holders' fund. 
Therefore, no provision for deferred tax has been recognised.

15.	EARNINGS PER SHARE - BASIC AND DILUTED	

Profit before tax		  318,796 	  296,216 

Weighted average number of ordinary shares	 Numbers	  11,000 	  11,000 

Earnings per share - basic and diluted	 Rupees	  28.98 	  26.93

16.	REMUNERATION TO THE CHAIRMAN AND EXECUTIVES DIRECTORS

(Rupees in '000)				

2009	 2008

(Rupees in '000)

    		                         Chairman		                     Executive Directors	                          Total				

2009	 2008	 2009	 2008	 2009	 2008

	Managerial remuneration		  2,880 	  1,440 	  2,282 	  1,141 	  5,162 	  2,581 	
House rent		 1,260 	  630 	  904 	  455 	  2,164 	  1,085 	
Utilities		  144 	  98 	  114 	  164 	  258 	  262 	
Other perquisites		  303 	  199 	  4,903 	  1,817 	  5,206 	  2,016 			

 4,587 	  2,367 	  8,203 	  3,577 	  12,790 	  5,944 							

Number of persons		  1 	  1 	  4 	  5 	  5 	  6

	In addition to the above, the chairman and executive directors are also entitled to corporation maintained 
vehicles and mobile phone facility.

17	 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS	

For the purpose of cash flow statement cash and cash equivalents balances include the following:
(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate			

Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

	–  Cash in hand		  -   	  4,584 	  -   	  -   	  4,584 	  5,039 	
–  Cash in transit		  -   	  49,454 	  -   	  -   	  49,454 	  106,287 	
–  Cash at bank in:								
      - Current accounts		  -   	  2,186,704 	  212,284 	  6,692 	  2,405,680 	  2,320,305 	
      - PLS accounts		  -   	  149,526 	  -   	  -   	  149,526 	  138,662 	
Deposits maturing within 12 months		  282,713 	  10,238,696 	  462,955 	  -   	  10,984,364 	  14,335,724 										

 282,713 	  12,628,964 	  675,239 	  6,692 	  13,593,608 	  16,906,017

18	 RENTAL INCOME FROM INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

(Rupees in '000)		

Statutory Funds	 Aggregate				

Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

	Rent received			  695,391 	  -        	  -        	  695,391 	  689,532 	
Increase in accrued rental income			  27,313 	 -        	  -        	  27,313 	  23,556 	
Less: Investment property 				         			
related expenses			  (448,552)	  -        	  -        	  (448,552)	  (371,164)	
Net rental income from 							
investment property			  274,152 	  -        	  -        	  274,152 	  341,924
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19	 MOVEMENT IN EQUITY

19.1	 Policy holder liability

(Rupees in '000)		

Statutory Funds	 Aggregate				

Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				

Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

	Balance as at beginning of  the year			  171,033,804 	  3,559,378 	  126,714 	  174,719,896 	  155,416,834 	
Increase during the year			  21,502,064 	  798,138 	  18,892 	  22,319,094 	  19,303,062 								

Balance at end of the year			  192,535,868 	  4,357,516 	  145,606 	  197,038,990 	  174,719,896

19.2	 Retained earnings attributable to 
policy holders (Ledger Account A)	

Balance at beginning of the year			  2,729,232 	  10,002 	  -        	  2,739,234 	  1,320,468 	
Surplus allocated in respect of the year		  14,995,441 	  201,738 	  2,924 	  15,200,103 	  13,743,331 	
Bonuses allocated during the year			  (15,335,737)	  (197,305)	  -        	  (15,533,042)	  (12,324,565)	

Balance at end of the year			  2,388,936 	  14,435 	  2,924 	  2,406,295 	  2,739,234 								

19.3	 Retained earnings on par business 
attributable to shares holders								

(Undistributable - Ledger Account B)								
Balance at beginning of the year			  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	
Surplus allocated in respect of the year		  384,498 	  5,173 	  -        	  389,671 	  352,393 	
Transfer to distributable profits			  (384,498)	  (5,173)	  -        	  (389,671)	  (352,393)									

Balance at end of the year			  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        								

19.4	 Retained earnings on par business 
attributable to share holders
Distributable-Ledger Account C)								

Balance as at beginning of  the year			  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	
Transfer from undistributable profit			  384,498 	  5,173 	  -        	  389,671 	  352,393 	
Surplus appropriated to shareholder's fund		  (384,498)	  (5,173)	  -        	  (389,671)	  (352,393)									

Balance at end of the year			  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        

20	 POLICY HOLDER LIABILITIES								

Actuarial liability relating to future events			  189,584,484 	  4,340,337 	  145,606 	  194,070,427 	  172,034,291 	
Provision for outstanding reported claims payable 	
over a period exceeding 12 months			  1,459,626 	  3,520 	 -        	  1,463,146 	  1,335,982 	
Provision for incurred but not reported (IBNR) claims		  1,491,758 	  13,659 	 -        	  1,505,417 	  1,349,623 												

 192,535,868 	  4,357,516 	  145,606 	  197,038,990 	  174,719,896 

21	 BRANCH OVERHEADS								

Salaries			  298,327 	  4,825 	  -        	  303,152 	  254,528 	
Traveling expenses			  187,959 	  366 	  -        	  188,325 	  185,710 	
Printing and stationeries			  5,088 	  -        	  -        	  5,088 	  3,660 	
Medical expenses			  21,319 	  1,172 	  -        	  22,491 	  15,550 	
Gratuity contribution			  9,334 	  -        	  -        	  9,334 	  5,952 	
Group insurance contribution			  1,632 	  65 	  -        	  1,697 	  1,408 	
Postage and telegram			  20,308 	  672 	  -        	  20,980 	  16,100 	
Utilities			  26,085 	  -        	  -        	  26,085 	  6,267 	
Rent			  16,431 	  4,754 	  -        	  21,185 	  16,689 	
Prize and awards			  7,207 	  236 	  -        	  7,443 	  5,394 	
Conference and meetings			  20,153 	  779 	  -        	  20,932 	  16,833 	
Repairs and maintenance			  1,875 	  -        	  -        	  1,875 	  1,628 	
Incentive bonuses			  192,122 	  2,911 	  -        	  195,033 	  140,104 	
Persistency bonuses			  11,572 	  -        	  -        	  11,572 	  9,272 	
Others			  -        	  -        	  -        	  -        	  125 				

 819,412 	  15,780 	  -        	  835,192 	  679,220
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22	 AUDITORS' REMUNERATION				

Audit Fee				
Business within Pakistan				
Riaz Ahmad & Company		  690 	  690 	
Avais Hyder Liaquat Nauman		  -   	  690 	
Anjum Asim Shahid Rahman		  690 	  -   				

 1,380 	  1,380 	
Out of Pocket Expenses				
Riaz Ahmad & Company		  400 	  400 	
Avais Hyder Liaquat Nauman		  -   	  403 	
Anjum Asim Shahid Rahman		  402 	  -   				

 802 	  803 				
 2,182 	  2,183 	

Business Outside Pakistan				
Audit Fee								

Sajjad Hyder & Company 		  576 	  489 	
Out of Pocket Expenses		  156 	  156 				

 732 	  645 				
 2,914 	  2,828

(Rupees in '000)				

2009	 2008

23	 INVESTMENT INCOME - Others	

An amount of Rs. 255.041 million (2008: Rs. 727.968 million) appearing under Overseas Life Fund represents 
the resultant effect of translation of income, expenses, assets and liabilities of overseas operations business 
to Pak Rupees.

24	 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND RELATED DISCLOSURES

24.1	 Financial risk management, objectives and policies	

The corporation is exposed to variety of financial risks: market risk (comprising interest rate risk, 
currency risk, and other price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk in relation to the financial statements 
on its balance sheet. The corporation’s risk management program is geared to ensure the survival of 
the corporation as a going concern in the face of all sources of significant identifiable financial risks. 
It focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimize potential adverse effects 
on the corporation's financial performance.	

The management has the overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the corporation's 
risk management framework and is responsible for developing risk management policies and its 
monitoring.	

24.2	 Market risk	

"Market risk is the risk of adverse financial impact as a consequence of market movements of prices 
of financial instruments and securities. Such price movements can arise due to variation of market 
interest rates, currency exchange rates, industry profitability and other economic factors.
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	The corporation’s investments are primarily in long term Government bonds. In addition, the 
corporation also has a significant exposure to the equity market. The corporation also invests some 
funds in corporate term finance certificates. Funds awaiting long term investment are kept in short 
duration fixed deposits with banks.

24.2.1	 Interest rate risk	

Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate 
because of changes in market interest rates.	

The corporation is exposed to interest rate risk since it issues insurance policies which are long term 
in nature. These policies are essentially backed by long term Government bonds and cash in hand.	

It is the policy of the corporation to match the average duration of its investments in Government 
bonds with the average duration of its policy holder liabilities as much as possible but this is not 
always possible due to market limitations. This is because sufficient quantities of Government bonds 
of longer durations are not available in the market. As a result some mismatch in the average duration 
of the corporation’s liabilities and assets is unavoidable.	

As at December 31, 2009 the average duration of the corporation’s investments in Government bonds 
and its policyholder liabilities were estimated as follows:		

Years	

Average duration of Government bonds	 5.37
Average duration of policyholder liabilities.	 12.43	

Since the average duration of the corporation’s assets is shorter than the average duration of its 
liabilities the corporation is more vulnerable to a fall in interest rates which can result in liabilities 
increasing by a greater amount than the increase in the value of the assets.		

The impact on its assets and liabilities of 0.5% decrease in interest rates would be as follows:

(Rupees in ‘000)		

Assets invested in Government bonds			 3,389,695 		
Policyholder liabilities			 9,364,417 
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Exposed to yield / interest rate risk

Effective    
yield /Mark-
up rate %

Non - interest 
bearing 

instruments
financial

TotalSub totalMaturity upto 
one year

Maturity from 
one to two year

Maturity from 
two to three year

Maturity 
from three
to four year

Maturity 
from four

to five year
Over five year

Financial Assets										

Fixed rate instruments										

Cash and others			  - 							  -      	  54,038 	  54,038 
Current and other accounts	  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  2,555,206 	  2,555,206 
Deposits maturity		  0.6 - 11.25 	  10,984,364 	  1,350,884 					  12,335,248 	  -      	  12,335,248 
Loans secured against 
   life insurance policies		  10 	  775,540 	  766,842 	  900,669 	  698,017 	  779,117 	  12,125,367 	  16,045,552 	  -      	  16,045,552 
Loan secured against other assets	  6-10 	  51,826 	  48,749 	  48,771 	  43,894 	  38,321 	  -      	  231,561 	  -      	  231,561 
Unsecured loans			  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  124,437 	  124,437 
Investments			  5-20 	  6,804,368 	  24,459,817 	  17,068,721 	  4,602,229 	  2,908,948 	  82,742,109 	  138,578,619 	  24,458,081 	  163,036,700 
Premium due but not paid	  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  4,334,054 	  4,334,054 
Amount due from other insurers / 
   reinsurers			  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  94,458 	  94,458 
Agents balances			  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  208 	  208 
Investment income due but outstanding	 -	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  140,639 	  140,639 
Investment income accrued	  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  2,051,914 	  2,051,914 
Sundry receivable		  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  589,227 	  589,227 
Other current assets		  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  18,778 	  18,778 
Floating rate instruments	  - 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      
Term finance certificates		 Kibor+1 to 3 
   and government debts		  perecent	  144,111 	  168,818 	  2,240,779 	  633,672 	  8,309,970 	  201,412 	  11,698,762 	  -      	  11,698,762 

Total Financial Assets			 18,760,209 	  26,795,110 	  20,258,940 	  5,977,812 	  12,036,356 	  95,068,888 	  178,889,742 	  34,421,040 	  213,310,782 

Off balance sheet assets										

Financial Liabilities 										

Fixed rate instruments

Balance of Statutory Funds		  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  199,445,285 	  199,445,285 
Outstanding claims			  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  9,295,368 	  9,295,368 
Amount due to other insurers		  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  125,777 	  125,777 
Amount due to agents			  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  1,650,279 	  1,650,279 
Accrued expenses			  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  993,657 	  993,657 
Other creditors				  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  640,294 	  640,294 

Total Financial Liabilities		  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  212,150,660 	  212,150,660 

On balance sheet gap			  18,760,209 	  26,795,110 	  20,258,940 	  5,977,812 	  12,036,356 	  95,068,888 	  178,889,742 	  (177,729,620)	  1,160,122

(Rupees in '000)								
2009
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Exposed to yield / interest rate risk

Effective    
yield /Mark-
up rate %

Non - interest 
bearing 

instruments
financial

TotalSub totalMaturity upto 
one year

Maturity from 
one to two year

Maturity from 
two to three year

Maturity 
from three
to four year

Maturity 
from four

to five year
Over five year

Financial Assets										

Fixed rate instruments										

Cash and others			  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  111,326 	  111,326 
Current and other accounts	  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  2,458,967 	  2,458,967 
Deposits maturity		 0.6-11.25	  14,335,724 	  1,270,482.00 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  15,606,206 	  -      	  15,606,206 
Loans secured against 
   life insurance policies		 10	  -      	  13,268,010 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  13,268,010 	  -      	  13,268,010 
Loan secured against other assets	 6-10	  -      	  222,412 	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  222,412 	  -      	  222,412 
Unsecured loans			 - 	  -         	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  111,402 	  111,402 
Investments			 5-20	  363,100 	  5,494,060 	  24,674,020 	  17,370,303 	  4,718,477 	  73,930,800 	  126,543,187 	  23,908,571 	  150,451,758 
Premium due but not paid	  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  4,590,163 	  4,590,163 
Amount due from other insurers / 
   reinsurers			  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  52,287 	  52,287 
Agents balances			  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  208 	  208 
Investment income due but outstanding	  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  182,609 	  182,609 
Investment income accrued	  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  1,759,262 	  1,759,262 
Sundry receivable		  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  210,036 	  210,036 
Other current assets		  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  16,300 	  16,300 
Floating rate instruments	  -  	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      
Term finance certificates		 Kibor+1 to 3 				

percent	  -      	  143,708 	  202,888.00 	  -      	  424,315.00 	  201,459.00 	  972,370 	  -      	  972,370 

Total Financial Assets			  14,698,824 	  20,398,672 	  24,876,908 	  17,370,303 	  5,142,792 	  74,132,259 	  156,612,185 	  33,401,131 	  190,013,316 										

Financial Liabilities										

Fixed rate instruments										

Balance of Statutory Funds		 -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  177,459,130 	  177,459,130 
Outstanding claims			 -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  7,745,006 	  7,745,006 
Amount due to other insurers		 -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  72,130 	  72,130 
Amount due to agents			 -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  1,168,152 	  1,168,152 
Accrued expenses			 -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  756,918 	  756,918 
Other creditors				  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      		  907,561 	  907,561 

Total Financial Liabilities		  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  -      	  188,108,897 	  188,108,897 

On balance sheet gap			  14,698,824 	  20,398,672 	  24,876,908 	  17,370,303 	  5,142,792 	  74,132,259 	  156,612,185 	  (154,707,766)	  1,904,419

(Rupees in '000)								
2008
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		Interest rate risk exposures from options and guarantees embedded in insurance liabilities	
The corporation’s deposit administration pension contracts have certain guarantees that transfer interest 
rate risk to the corporation. These guarantees include a minimum guaranteed investment return of 0.375% 
per month on the pension funds being managed by the corporation. The pensions liabilities of the corporation 
are a very insignificant proportion of the overall liabilities of the corporation and historically the investment 
return earned on the assets backing these liabilities has never been below the amount of the guaranteed 
return.

24.2.2	 Currency risk	

Currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of financial instruments will fluctuate because 
of changes in foreign exchange rates. This risk arises if there is a currency mismatch between the assets and 
liabilities.	

All assets and liabilities of the corporation within pakistan are in pakistan rupees. This business is therefore 
not exposed to any currency risk.	

The corporation’s Overseas Life Fund undertakes business in US Dollars and UAE Dirhams. It is the policy 
of the corporation to ensure the maximum possible currency matching between its assets and liabilities in 
each currency. Historically, the UAE Dirham has remained pegged to the US Dollar, hence any inadvertent 
mismatch between these two currencies is not expected to entail any significant currency risk.	

Carrying amounts of the corporation’s foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities are as follows:			

UAE Dirhams	 US Dollars	

Assets		 51,684,205 	  63,336,679 
Liabilities		  46,219,845 	  58,022,034 

24.2.3	 Other price risk	
Other price risk is the risk that the equity prices can fluctuate due to speculative investment activity, variations 
in the profit outlook of industries, interest rates prevailing in the market and general market sentiment, 
whether those changes are caused by factors specific to the individual financial instrument or its issuer, or 
factors affecting all similar financial instruments traded in the market.	

The corporation's listed securities are exposed to market price risk arising from uncertainties about the 
future value of investment securities. The corporation limits market risk by maintaining a diversified portfolio 
and by continuous monitoring of developments in equity. In addition, the corporation actively monitors the 
key factors that affect stock market.

24.3	 Credit risk	
Credit risk refers to the risk that a counterparty will default on its contractual obligation resulting in financial 
loss to the corporation. The key areas of exposure to credit risk for the corporation are in relation to its 
investment portfolio, reinsurance program and to a lesser extent amounts due from policyholders and 
intermediaries.

(Rupees in ‘000)			
 Increase/(Decrease)	 Effect on profit	 Effect on equity 		

in basis points	  before tax 				
December 31, 2009	  100	  210 	 136 				

 (100)	  (210)	  (136)		
December 31, 2008	  100 	  24 	 16 				

 (100)	  (24)	  (16)

	The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in interest rates, with all 
other variables held constant, of the corporation's profit before tax and equity based upon average balances 
and rates:



	The corporation has adopted a policy of only dealing with creditworthy counterparties and obtaining sufficient 
collateral where appropriate, as a means of mitigating the risk of financial loss from defaults. The corporation 
only transacts with entities that are rated the equivalent to investment grade and above.	

This information is supplied by independent rating agencies where available and if not available the 
corporation uses other publicly available financial information and its own trading records to rate 
its major policyholders and reinsurers.	

The corporation’s exposure and the credit ratings of its counterparties are continuously monitored 
and the aggregate value of transactions concluded is spread amongst approved counterparties.	

Receivables consist of a large number of policyholders, spread across diverse industries and geographical 
areas. The corporation extends policy loans to its policy holders. These loans are entirely backed by 
the cash values of their policies.	

The corporation does not have any significant credit risk exposure to any single counterparty or any 
group of counterparties. Concentration of credit did not exceed 5% of gross monetary assets at any 
time during the year. The credit risk on liquid funds is limited because the counterparties are banks 
with high credit-ratings. The corporation does not invest in derivative financial instruments.	

The carrying amount of financial assets represents the maximum credit exposure, as specified below:

(Rupees in '000)			

Note	 2009	 2008

	Bank deposits	 8	  14,890,454 	  18,065,173 	
Investments	 11	 174,735,461	  151,424,128 	
Premium due but unpaid		  4,334,054 	  4,590,163 	
Amount due from other insurers / reinsurers		  94,458 	  52,287 	
Agents balances		  208 	  208 	
Loans		  16,401,550 	  13,601,824 	
Accrued investment income		  2,051,914 	  1,759,262 	
Investment income due but outstanding		  140,639 	  182,609 	
Sundry receivables		  589,227 	  210,036 	
Others		  18,778 	  16,300 	
Total		 213,256,743	  189,901,990 	

Provision is made for receivables  according to the corporation's policies. The remaining past due 
balances  were not impaired as they relate to a number of policy holders and other insurers / reinsurers 
for whom there is no history of default. 				

The age analysis of receivables is as follows:	

Up to 1 year		  4,279,476 	  4,468,707 	
1 -2 years		  11,137 	  95,950 	
2 -3 years		  43,441 	  25,506 	
Over 3 years		  -    	  -    			

 4,334,054 	  4,590,163

(Rupees in '000)				

2009	 2008
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	The credit quality of the corporation's bank balances can be assessed with reference to external credit 
ratings as follows:

(Rupees in '000)				

Rating		 Rating agency	 2009  	 2008 	

Bank			 Long term	 Short term

	Askari Commercial Bank Limited			 A1+	 AA	 PACRA	  812,362 	  500,418 	
Bank Alfalah Limited			 A1+	 AA	 PACRA	  66,636 	  1,192,861 	
Barclays Bank Plc, Pakistan			 P-1	 Aa3	 Moody's	  -   	  100,000 	
Habib Bank Limited			 A-1+	 AA+	 JCR-VIS	  2,280,658 	  2,841,020 	
National Bank of Pakistan			 A-1+	 AAA	 JCR-VIS	  500,509 	  1,244,297 	
United Bank Limited			 A-1+	 AA+	 JCR-VIS	  10,407,820 	  10,701,758 	
The Bank of Punjab			 A1+	 AA-	 PACRA	  14 	  5 	
Habib Metropolitan Bank Limited			 A1+	 AA+	 PACRA	  -   	  1 	
KASB Bank Limited			 A1	 A	 PACRA	  70,420 	  313,366 	
Kenya Commercial Bank 			 -	 -	 -	  584 	  373 	
Bank of Ceylon - Srilanka			 -	 AA(lka)	 Fitch Ratings	  139 	  61 	
Grindlays Bank Limited - Srilanka			 -	 -	 -	  247 	  122 	
Allied Bank of Pakistan			 A1+	 AA	 PACRA	  667,676 	  982,785 	
Others						  83,389 	  188,106 															

 14,890,454 	  18,065,173

(Rupees in '000)					

Rating	 Rating agency	 2009	 2008

	Term Finance Certificates:								
Orix Leasing Pakistan Limited				 AA+	 PACRA	  168,818 	  202,888 	
Pakistan Mobile Communication Limited			 AA-	 PACRA	  554,933 	  345,703 	
Engro Chemical Pakistan Limited				 AA	 PACRA	  201,412 	  201,459 	
Pak Arab Fertilizer Limited				 AA	 JCR VIS	  222,850 	  222,320 	
National Investment Trust Limited				 AM2	 PACRA	  2,240,779 	  -   							

 3,388,792 	  972,370

(Rupees in '000)					
Amount due form other	 2009	 2008					

insurers/reinsurers

	The credit quality of amount due from other insurers and reinsurers can be assessed with reference 
to external credit ratings as follows:

	A or above 				  94,458 	  94,458 	  52,287

24.4	 Liquidity risk	

Liquidity risk is the risk that the corporation cannot meet its obligations associated with financial 
liabilities as they fall due.	

The corporation has adopted an appropriate liquidity risk management framework for the 
management of the corporation’s liquidity requirements. The corporation manages liquidity risk by 
maintaining banking facilities and reserve borrowing facilities by continuously monitoring forecast 
and actual cash flows and matching the maturity profiles of assets and liabilities. The corporation 
is exposed to liquidity risk arising from clients on its insurance and investment contracts. The 
corporation maintains adequate liquid reserves to meet any eventuality arising from a catastrophe.	

Liquidity management ensures that the corporation has sufficient access to funds necessary to 
cover insurance claims, surrenders, withdrawals and maturing liabilities. In practice, most of the 
corporation’s assets are marketable securities which could be converted into cash when required.
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	The table below gives a break up of the corporation’s assets and liabilities with respect to asset-liability 
matching allocated to various classes of policyholder liabilities:

(Rupees in '000)	

Share	 Statutory Funds	 Aggregate			

Holder's Fund	 Pakistan	 Overseas	  Pension	 2009	 2008				
Life Fund	 Life Fund 	 Fund

	Debts securities:							

Available for Sale							
Listed Securities	  -   	  3,186,485 	  -   	  -   	  3,186,485 	  770,375 	
Un Listed Securities	  66,000 	  8,619,851 	  1,035,676 	  -   	  9,721,527 	  565,095 	

Held to Maturity					     	    	
Listed Securities	  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	  -   	 -    	
Un Listed Securities	  444,586 	  135,899,274 	  902,920 	  130,161 	  137,376,941 	  126,187,660 	

Equity securities:	    	

Available for Sale					    	    	
Listed Securities	  -   	  22,746,908 	  75,914 	  -   	  22,822,822 	  22,343,773 	
Un Listed Securities	  -   	  1,627,688 	  -   	  -   	  1,627,688 	  1,557,225 	

Loans and Receivables					   	    	
Insurance Receivables	  328,894 	  15,665,250 	  407,407 	  -   	  16,401,551 	  13,601,824 	
Amortised cost	  -   	 -   	 -   	 -   	  -   	 -    	

Reinsurance Assets	  -   	  94,458 	  -   	  -   	  94,458 	  52,287 	
Cash and Cash equivalents	  282,713 	  12,630,774 	  2,024,313 	  6,692 	  14,944,492 	  18,176,499 	
Other Assets	  296,576 	  10,959,561 	  241,550 	  11,732 	  11,509,419 	  9,862,889 	

Total Assets	  1,418,769 	  211,430,249 	  4,687,780 	  148,585 	  217,685,383 	  193,117,627 								

Liabilities							
Fixed Term	  -   	  182,238,918 	  4,156,598 	  -   	  186,395,516 	  165,407,172 	
Whole of Life	  -   	  4,278,060 	  164,775 	  -   	  4,442,835 	  4,508,969 	
Short Term Insurance Contracts	  -   	  3,648,901 	  -   	  -   	  3,648,901 	  2,752,281 	
Riders	  -   	  2,296,943 	  36,143 	  -   	  2,333,086 	  1,842,200 	
Annuities	  -   	  73,046 	  -   	  -   	  73,046 	  82,560 	
Guaranteed Investment Contracts	  -   	  -   	  -   	  145,606 	  145,606 	  126,714 	
Others	  1,418,769 	  18,894,381 	  330,264 	  2,979 	  20,646,393 	  18,397,731 	

TOTAL	  1,418,769 	  211,430,249 	  4,687,780 	  148,585 	  217,685,383 	  193,117,627

	The following are the contractual maturities of financial liabilities other than policyholder liabilities, 
including estimated interest payments on an undiscounted cash flow basis:

(Rupees in '000)				

      	                           	                  2009	           	                         					

Carrying	 Contractual	 Upto one year	 More than					
amount	 cash flow		 one year

	Financial liabilities					
Outstanding claims	  9,295,368 	  9,295,368 	  9,295,368 	  -   	
Amounts due to other insurers / reinsurers	  125,777 	  125,777 	  125,777 	  -   	
Amount due to agents	  1,650,279 	  1,650,279 	  1,650,279 	  -   	
Accrued expenses	  993,665 	  993,665 	  993,665 	  -   	
Others	  640,294 	  640,294 	  640,294 	  -     		

 12,705,383 	  12,705,383 	  12,705,383 	  -

	Financial liabilities					
Outstanding claims	  7,745,006 	  7,745,006 	  7,745,006 	  -   	
Amounts due to other insurers / reinsurers	  72,130 	  72,130 	  72,130 	  -   	
Amount due to agents	  1,168,152 	  1,168,152 	  1,168,152 	  -   	
Accrued expenses	  756,918 	  756,918 	  756,918 	  -   	
Others	  907,561 	  907,561 	  907,561 	  -   		

 10,649,767 	  10,649,767 	  10,649,767 	  -

(Rupees in '000)				

      	                           	                  2008	           	                         					

Carrying	 Contractual	 Upto one year	 More than					
amount	 cash flow		 one year
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24.5	 Fair value	

The fair values of all major financial assets are estimated to be not significantly different from their 
carrying values except for the following:	

Government securities		 145,686,912	  127,916,460 
Other fixed income securities		  4,598,041 	  4,247,680 
Listed equity securities 		  22,846,171 	  42,598,907 

25	 CAPITAL RISK MANAGEMENT	

The corporation manages its capital to ensure that it remains financially solvent while maintaining adequate 
financial strength to sustain business growth. It also complies with the minimum capital requirements of the 
SECP. The capital structure of the corporation consists of equity attributable to the Government which is the 
sole shareholder of the corporation and retained earnings.	

The corporation is also subject to the capital requirements of the UAE where it maintains a branch office that 
issues insurance contracts. The corporation complied fully with the minimum capital requirements imposed 
by the insurance supervisory authority in the UAE.	

The paid up capital of State Life is currently Rs 1,100 million.	

There were no changes made to the capital base nor to the objectives, policies and processes for managing 
capital. Further details are given in the table below:	

Retained earnings			 318,769  
Capital resources on a regulatory basis			 1,100,000 	

Shareholders’ equity			  1,418,769 

26	 INSURANCE RISK

26.1	 Insurance contracts

26.1.1	 Classification	

The corporation maintains three statutory funds which are as follows:	

- Pakistan Life Fund	
- Overseas Life Fund				
- Pension Fund	

Within the Pakistan Life Fund the business can be further classified as individual life conventional 
business, individual universal life business, group insurance business and a small amount of annuity 
business.	

Most of the new individual life conventional policies written by the corporation contain a discretionary 
participation feature (DPF).	

The overseas life fund entirely consists of individual life conventional business. Most of the new business 
written under the overseas life fund contains a DPF.

(Rupees in '000)				

                      2009				
Carrying	 Fair				

value	 value

(Rupees in '000)					

2009
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	The pension fund consists of funds on account of group pension deposit administration contracts.	

Considering all the three statutory funds together, the bulk of corporation business consists of 
individual life conventional policies. Most of the remaining business consists of group insurance 
business. Individual universal life business and pension fund business are relatively less significant 
classes of business in terms of weight of their policy liabilities. The corporation also offers some 
supplementary benefits attached in the form of riders to the individual life policies and the group life 
contracts. Each of these classes of business are described in greater detail below:

26.1.2	 Contract details and measurement	

The insurance contracts offered by the corporation are described below:

26.1.2.1	Individual life policies	

Individual life conventional products	

These are long term contracts with level annual premiums. These plans generally provide for some 
death benefit on death during the currency of the policy and a survival benefit either on the happening 
of certain contingencies or on the maturity of the policy. The premiums are payable only in the life 
time of the policyholder. In case of term insurance products there is no survival benefit.	

Universal life policies	

Under these plans a certain amount is set aside from the premium for expenses and meeting the 
mortality cost and the remainder of the premium is invested to earn some investment return. Investment 
return is allocated to these products on an annual basis keeping in view the investment earnings of 
the Pakistan Life Fund.	

Term insurance policies	

A few products of the corporation are term insurance providing benefits only in case of death benefits. 
Under these policies no benefit is due if the policy holder survived in the duration of the policy. The 
corporation sells both level term insurance and decreasing term insurance also known as mortgage 
protection plans.	

Annuities	

The corporation also has a small number of individual and group annuities on its books. Under these 
contracts a periodic income benefit is payable to the insured life for as long as annuitant is alive.	

Supplementary riders	

The corporation offers various types of supplementary riders. Some of these riders offer additional 
life coverage, in some cases they offer accidental death and disability benefits. The benefits can take 
various forms such as lump sum payment or an income benefit or waiver of premiums due under the 
host policy contract.	

Insured event	

Under the individual life insurance policies in most cases the insured event is either death or survival 
until the maturity date of the policy, except in case of term insurance where there is no maturity 
benefit. Under the annuity policies the corporation is exposed to the risk of longevity. In this case the 
insured event is survival of the life insured for a long duration, exceeding the period normally expected 
under standard mortality tables.
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	In case of supplementary rider the insured event is either death or just accidental death or disability 
whether accidental or natural or both.	

Distribution channel	

The individual life business of the corporation is sold through its dedicated sales force which is present 
all over the country. This field force is organised under a three tier system consisting of sales 
representatives, sales officers and sales managers. Each sales sector headed by a sector head is further 
grouped under nearly 500 area offices, more than a hundred sector offices, 26 zones and 4 regional 
offices in addition to one zone for the Gulf Region. The Gulf zone has its own marketing team of sector 
heads, area managers and sales force.	

The individual life policy holders of the corporation come from all strata of society, with greater 
representation of the rural areas due to wider outreach of its field force. In most cases the new 
policyholders are below age of 56.

26.1.2.2	Group life policies	

Basic coverage	

The group life policies are generally one year renewable term insurance contracts. In most cases they 
provide group coverage to the employees of an employer. Sometimes the coverage is tied up with loans 
extended by the employer for house building or purchase of motor vehicles or other household items. 
In some cases group policies are issued to lending agencies such as banks to provide group coverage 
to their borrowers. There are also a small number of group endowment policies which provide benefits 
identical to individual life policies but under the umbrella of a group contract.	

Supplementary coverage	

In many cases the group policies also provide supplementary coverage which may include accidental 
or natural disability benefits and additional accidental death benefit. These riders also take the form 
of one year renewable term insurance policies.	

Insured event	

Under the group life insurance policies in most cases the insured event is either death due to any 
cause. In case of supplementary coverage the insured event can include accidental death or disability 
or natural disability.	

Distribution channel	

The group insurance business is sold through four group and pension zones of the corporation. Each 
zone has its own marketing force consisting of sector heads who are full time salaried employees of 
the corporation, however, some of the group business is also procured through individual life field 
force of the corporation.	

Most of the lives covered under the group insurance consist of industrial and office workers, 
civil servants and employees of corporations, banks, other financial institutions etc.

26.1.2.3	Pension business	

The pension portfolio of the corporation consists of group deposit administration pension contracts. 
These are long-term contracts providing pension benefits to the employees of the policyholder. Under 
these contracts the corporation does not retain any insurance risk apart from a nominal investment 
return guarantee. The services offered by the corporation include benefit administration, funding 
advice and investment of the funds.
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	These contracts do not transfer any significant insurance risk from the policy holder to the corporation. 
These are therefore by nature similar to investment contracts.	

The distribution channel employed for the pension business is the same as for the group insurance 
business.	

The target market for this business is also similar to the target market for group insurance business.

26.1.3	 Reserving method

26.1.3.1	Individual life policies	

The corporation values its individual life policy liabilities by a modified net level premium method. 
Under this method the corporation’s future obligations in respect of guaranteed sums assured 
and declared bonuses are discounted using a conservative interest basis. The policy liabilities 
are calculated by deducting from this amount the discounted value of future net premiums 
receivable under the valued policies, using a conservative basis for calculating the net premiums.

26.1.3.2	Universal life policies	

For universal life policies the amount of reserve is equal to the actual accumulated value of the portion 
of premiums invested in the Pakistan Life Fund after accounting for the investment return allocated 
to these policies.

26.1.3.3	Group life policies		

Group life business consists of short duration one year renewable term insurance policies. The 
corporation holds an unearned premium reserve for that portion of the premium which has not yet 
accrued on the balance sheet date.	

The corporation also holds a premium deficiency reserve for this block of business. This reserve is 
calculated on the basis of the unearned premium reserve. The amount of this reserve reflects the view 
of the Appointed Actuary regarding the eventual loss ratio expected under group insurance contracts 
duly accounting for the IBNR provisions. This reserve is equal to 30% of the unearned premium 
reserved.

26.1.3.4	Supplementary riders		

For the supplementary riders attached to individual life policies the corporation holds a reserve equal 
to one full years premium due under these policies. On the other hand the supplementary riders attached 
to the group life policies are valued in the same way as the group life policies themselves.

26.1.3.5	Pension plans	

The corporation holds a reserve equal to the market value of the assets backing the pension business 
statutory fund. Classification of the Government bonds held by this statutory fund as Held to Maturity 
means that they are valued on an IRR basis, which is currently more than their market value. The 
additional valuation arising from the adoption of IRR valuation is being held as a separately identifiable 
reserve within the pension statutory fund.

26.2	 Reserves for outstanding claims	

The corporation holds a reserve for all claims which have been reported but are still outstanding on 
the balance sheet date. Another estimated reserve is kept within the actuarial liability for claims which 
has been incurred but has not yet been reported. The pattern of time lag in reporting of claims 
observed in previous years is used as a means of estimating as accurately as possible the liability 
expected to arise from the incurred but not reported claims using the chain ladder method of estimation.
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26.3	 Liability adequacy test	

The adequacy of liability held by the corporation has been tested using an alternative reserving 
method based upon realistic estimates of future mortality, expenses, lapses and investment return. 
Based upon the results of this test the Appointed Actuary considers that the liability being kept by 
the corporation is adequate.

26.4	 Reinsurance contracts held	

The corporation reinsures its Pakistan business under a surplus treaty arrangement. Under this 
arrangement any insurance risk on a particular life which exceeds the retention is automatically ceded 
to the reinsurer. The retention level is fixed by the corporation at a level which it considers that it 
can safely hold on its own account.	

There is a similar surplus treaty arrangement for reinsurance of the corporation’s Gulf business. 
The retention level of the Gulf business is fixed by the corporation which it deems to be safe for that 
business.	

Under both these treaties the re-insurer is not under an obligation to reinsure certain high sum 
assured cases which exceed the obligatory limit of the re-insurer as specified in the respective treaty. 
Such cases are reinsured by the corporation on a facultative basis.	

The reinsurers of the corporation are highly rated companies with a sound credit record.	

Primarily, reinsurance assets are amounts due from reinsurers with respect to recoveries under claims 
and profit commission. Reinsurance recoveries are measured according to the terms and conditions 
of the reinsurance contracts.	

Reinsurance liabilities consist of amounts due to reinsurers on account of reinsurance premiums due 
which are measured according to the terms of the arrangements.	

The corporation assesses impairment on its reinsurance assets on a regular basis to identify any losses 
in recoveries. As of now, corporation's all reinsurance assets are due from re-insurers with a credit 
rating of "A or Above”. The reinsurers maintain a sound credit history and hence no impairment 
provision is required for now.

26.5	 Accounting estimates and judgements and process used for deciding assumptions

26.5.1	 Mortality and disability	

Due to nature of its business the corporation is exposed to the risk of mortality. The reserving basis 
utilizes a conservative estimate of mortality. The corporation carries out a continuous mortality 
investigation of its individual life and group life business to asses the actual level of mortality 
experienced by it. The results of this study are utilized to ascertain the safety margin built into its 
reserving basis and the mortality level to be utilized for testing the adequacy of its liability.	

The corporation also has a small exposure to disability risk covered by some of its supplementary 
contracts. The corporation constantly monitors its disability experience and an investigation is 
carried out whenever it feels that there is an adequate data for arriving at credible results.

26.5.2	 Investment income	

Due to long term nature of its individual life policies the corporation is exposed to the risk of adverse 
fluctuation of interest rates. In particular a long term declining trend in the interest rates can produce 
a financial strain for the corporation. To some extent this risk is mitigated by the corporation’s policy 
to match the duration of its assets with the duration of its liabilities, whenever this is possible. The 
reserving basis employed by the corporation for valuing its liabilities contains adequate safeguards 
to counter any residual interest rate risk.
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	The past trend in returns available on Government bonds and the relationship of these returns to 
other financial variables such as inflation rate and short term interest rates is constantly analysed 
to form an opinion regarding the investment returns expected to be earned in the future on a medium 
term and long term basis. These estimates are utilized in testing the adequacy of liabilities on a realistic 
basis.

26.5.3	 Expenses				
The corporation is also exposed to the risk of management expenses being beyond the permissible 
limits or increase in expenses at a pace faster than expected. The corporation carries out an annual 
expense analysis to keep track of its expenses. The results of this study are utilized in the estimation 
of liability under realistic assumptions to ensure the adequacy of the reserves being held.

26.6	 Frequency and severity of claims

26.6.1	 Frequency	

Since the corporation covers a large number of lives from diverse backgrounds, which are geographically 
spread all over the country, the frequency of claims is normally expected to remain relatively stable 
over time due to the law of large numbers. However, the frequency can be affected in case there is a 
variation in the mortality rates experienced by the group of lives insured by the corporation. An 
unusual catastrophic event such as a disease epidemic, flash floods or a major earthquake can produce 
a sudden spike in the frequency.

26.6.2	 Severity	

To some extent the corporation is protected from isolated large claims because the liability for any 
claim exceeding its retention level is automatically passed on to the reinsurer under the existing treaty 
arrangements. However, there is also the risk of a large number of small claims occurring due to a 
catastrophic event. Exposure to catastrophic events is also dependent upon the concentration of risk.	

The corporation is represented by 26 zones which are spread out all over the country. However, as 
the population of the country is concentrated more in the Punjab and Sindh provinces, the business 
distribution of the corporation naturally reflects the same pattern. Nearly 87 %  of the corporation’s 
business emanates from these two provinces.				

In addition, there is also some concentration of risk due to the nature of group business. These policies 
are typically issued to an employer for coverage of all the persons in their employment. Normally, 
the employees of an employer are distributed over one or more establishments maintained by the 
employer’s business. This produces local concentration of risk wherever such establishments happen 
to exist. Furthermore, a large number of such establishments can exist in a small geographical area 
such as an industrial zone or the business district of a major city.

26.6.3	 Claims development	

Any uncertainty as to the timing and amount of claims is usually resolved within a period of one year.

26.7	 Sources of uncertainty in estimation of future benefit payments and premium receipts		

There are many theoretical reasons giving rise to uncertainty in estimation of future benefit payments 
and premium receipts.	

Generally, mortality rates for a large segment of the population are quite stable from year to year 
but mortality is dependent upon a number of factors. Unhygienic living conditions, inadequate 
health care facilities, prevalence of general stress in society or emergence of epidemic disease are 
some socio-economic reasons which may give rise to an adverse trend in mortality rates.
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	Life insurance also serves as a channel for savings. However, in times of economic recession the savings 
rate can fall. This can reflect upon the corporation in the form of lower new business growth and 
higher lapse rates of existing policies.

26.8	 Management of insurance risk	

The insurance law has laid down some minimum criteria for insurance risk management, which is 
mandatory for all insurers. This includes guidance regarding minimum capital requirement for 
insurers, requirement to submit a financial condition report on an annual basis, minimum reserving 
basis for the financial condition report, minimum solvency requirements and requirement to match 
the currency of assets and liabilities. Also the law lays down certain restrictions on the assets that 
may be counted as admissible assets, prescribes guidelines for valuation of assets and liabilities, 
prescribes reinsurance arrangements and prescribes guidelines for investment of funds.	

The corporation's strategy for management of insurance risk meets the minimum standards laid 
down by the law in addition to certain other practices which are corporation specific.

26.8.1	 Financial risk

26.8.1.1	Interest risk	

The corporation values its liabilities at the rate of 3.75% per annum, which is a requirement prescribed 
by the SECP. However, the actual return earned by the corporation is much more than this. This large 
gap between the valuation discount rate and the market rate ensures that there is an adequate margin 
for the corporation to absorb any impact of adverse fluctuation in the interest rates.	

As a further security mechanism all the guaranteed liabilities of the corporation are fully backed by 
the combined value of cash in hand, Government bonds and policy loans. The first two of these asset 
classes are by definition risk free. Also the policy loans are fully backed by the cash values of the 
underlying policies. Hence this asset class also does not carry any default risk.	

The practice of valuing the assets Held to Maturity by the IRR method precludes any possibility of 
sudden changes in the investment return for which credit is taken in the accounts. This stability in 
the returns adds another layer of security against interest risk.

26.8.1.2	Expense risk	

This is that the actual expenses of the corporation are more than the provision in its premium rates. 
To ensure that adequate reserves are kept for the risk of expense overrun the net premiums used by 
the corporation in its actuarial valuation are suitably reduced to give due allowance for the higher 
expense ratio of the corporation.

26.8.1.3	Mortality risk	

The mortality used in the reserving basis is the mortality prescribed by the SECP, which is the EFU 
1961-66 table. Due to advances in health care technology the current mortality levels are significantly 
lighter than the mortality rates of this table. Hence the reserving basis has adequate margins for 
absorbing the impact of adverse fluctuation in mortality.

26.8.1.4	Surrenders risk	

The reserving basis used by the corporation does not assume any surrenders. However the corporation 
ensures that the reserves kept by it for each policy is more than its surrender value. This ensures 
that the corporation does not suffer any adverse impact in case any policies are surrendered.
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26.8.1.5	Inflation risk	

To a certain extent some inflation risk is already built into the reserving basis, since the average 
premium size and the average sum assured per policy tends to increase in line with inflation. Also at 
each actuarial valuation date the Appointed Actuary reviews the special provisions required to be 
kept as described under the heading Expense risk, keeping in view the expense level of the corporation 
on the valuation date. This provides a mechanism of adjusting for any unanticipated movements in 
the inflation rate.

26.8.1.6	Catastrophe risk	

The business of the corporation is spread all over the country. However the insurance penetration 
rate in the country is still very low. This means for any localized segment of the population only a 
small proportion of the people would be covered under life insurance. The proportion covered by 
the corporation policies is expected to be even smaller. As a result any localized catastrophic event 
is not expected to have any significant impact on the corporation.	

The situation is a bit different on the group insurance side where there is a higher concentration of 
risk because by its very nature this business often covers a large number of persons located within 
a restricted geographical area, such as a building or a factory premises.	

This risk is somewhat mitigated due to the presence of reinsurance cover for the individual and group 
policies. In addition the premium rates of the corporation are designed to adequately cater for this 
risk. Premium deficiency reserve held by the corporation for its group business provides an extra 
layer of security against this risk.

26.8.1.7	Currency risk	

The corporation deals in only one currency within Pakistan. Hence this risk is non-existent for the 
Pakistan Life.	

In case of the Gulf business the corporation writes business in UAE Dirhams and US Dollars. The 
exchange rate parity between these two currencies is relatively stable. Also there is a high degree of 
matching between the assets and liabilities in these two currencies.

26.8.2	 Credit risk and asset risk	

Management of credit risk and asset risk deals with risks emanating from the assets side of the balance 
sheet.	

Management of this risk has already been adequately explained under the heading “Financial risk 
management objectives and policies”. Hence no further explanation is deemed to be necessary.

26.8.3	 Operational risk or pricing risk	

The corporation utilizes industry recognized underwriting practices to ensure that only standard 
risks are written on standard rates. Any sub-standard risks identified during the underwriting process 
are charged suitable extra premiums. This ensures fair and equitable treatment between various risk 
categories and helps in keeping its standard rates competitive by the insurance industry standards.	

This practice also protects the corporation against the risk of large number of sub-standard impaired 
lives accumulating on its policy portfolio, since extra premium is automatically charged commensurating 
with such risk.
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	For lives which are otherwise uninsurable, the corporation offers a special product line known as the 
non-declinature scheme. Individuals who are unable to obtain insurance cover due to their poor state 
of health can choose to obtain cover under this scheme, which by passes normal underwriting in 
return for a suitable extra premium.

26.9	 Sensitivity analysis	

Mortality rates and the discounting factor are the two most significant variables which can have an 
impact on the policyholder liabilities. The corporation has tested the sensitivity of its liabilities to 
both these variables which is as follows:

	According to the Life Insurance (Nationalisation) Order, 1972, any increase or decrease in the actuarial 
surplus is shared by the policyholders and the Government as the sole shareholder in the ratio of 
97.5% and 2.5% respectively.

27	 SEGMENT REPORTING	

Class of Business wise assets, liabilities and operating results has been disclosed in the Balance Sheet and 
Profit and Loss account and revenue account prepared in accordance with the requirements of Insurance 
Ordinance, 2000 and the SEC (Insurance) Rules, 2002.

28	 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS	

The corporation has related party relationships with the provident fund, pension fund scheme, gratuity fund, 
state owned profit oriented entities and its key management personnel.	

Accrual of liability in respect of the funds are made annually. Remuneration to key management personnel 
are determined in accordance with the terms of their employment / appointment. Certain key management 
personnel are also provided with free use of the corporation maintained vehicles and post retirement benefits 
in accordance with their entitlement under the terms of their employment.	

The related parties comprise subsidiaries, directors, key management personnel and employees’ benefits funds. 
The corporation in the normal course of business carries out transactions with various related parties. Amounts 
due from and to related parties, amounts due from chairman and executives directors are disclosed in the 
relevant notes.	

Terms and conditions of transactions with related parties	

The transactions with the related parties are made at normal market prices. Outstanding balances are disclosed 
in the respective notes. There have been no guarantees provided or received for any related party receivables 
or payables.

	Variable	 Quantum of Change	 % change in liability		
Increase in mortality	 10%	 0.34%			
Decrease in mortality	 10%	 (0.34%)			
Increase in discount rate	 0.5% addition in rate	 (4.73%)	
Decrease in discount rate	 0.5% reduction in rate	 5.08%
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	Other material transactions with related parties are given below:	

Profit oriented state - owned controlled entities - various	

Premium		  487,549 	  679,608 	

Claims			  346,347 	  587,357 	

Profit commission expenses		  4,549 	  33,555 				

29	 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES	

The average number of employees as at December 31 are:				

Permanent employees		  3,579 	  3,444 	

Area managers		  588 	  514 				

 4,167 	  3,958 				

30	 DATE OF AUTHORISATION FOR ISSUE	

These financial statements were approved and authorized for issue on 19th April, 2010 by the Board of 
Directors of the corporation.

(Rupees in '000)				
                    Aggregate				

2009	 2008
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Shahid Aziz Siddiqi
Chairman

Syed Hur Riahi Gardezi
Director

Mrs. Spenta Kandawalla
Director

Allah Rakha Aasi
Executive Director (Finance and Accounts)
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Form LM

In my opinion

a.	 The policyholders liabilities included in the balance sheet of State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan has 
been determined in accordance with the provisions of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000; and

b.	 Each statutory fund of the State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan complies with the solvency requirements 
of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000.		

(Shujaat Siddiqui)		
Appointed Actuary

Statement by the Appointed Actuary 
required under Section 52(2) (a) & (b) of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000
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Form LN

Section 46 (6)

a.	 In our opinion the annual statutory accounts of the State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan set out in the 
forms attached to the statement have been drawn up in accordance with the Insurance Ordinance, 2000, and 
the Insurance Rules, 2002: and

b.	 State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan has at all times in the year complied with the provisions of the 
Insurance Ordinance, 2000, and the Insurance Rules, 2002, made there under relating to paid-up capital, solvency 
and re-insurance arrangements; and

c.	 As at 31 December 2009, State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan continues to be in compliance with the 
provisions of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000, and the Insurance Rules, 2002, made there under relating to 
paid-up capital, solvency and reinsurance arrangement.

Section 52 (2) (c)	

In our opinion, each statutory fund of the State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan complies with the 
solvency requirements of the Insurance ordinance, 2000.

Statement of Directors
(As per requirement of Section 46(6) and Section 52(2) (c) 
of the Insurance Ordinance, 2000)

Shahid Aziz Siddiqi
Chairman

Syed Hur Riahi Gardezi
Director

Mrs. Spenta Kandawalla
Director

Allah Rakha Aasi
Executive Director (Finance and Accounts)





(Rupees in million)

Progress at a Glance since Inception

First Year Premium	 48.2	 49.9	 80.1	 110.0	 227.7	 340.6	 678.1	 846.2	 918.0	 2,026.3

Renewal Premium	 218.9	 243.6	 305.4	 364.5	 606.4	 847.4	 1,515.1	 2,266.5	 3,283.7	 3,935.1

Group Premium	 49.6	 60.9	 114.2	 163.5	 293.7	 346.5	 879.7	 642.4	 930.2	 1,177.5

Pension Premium	 -     	 -     	  -        	 -     	 -     	 -     	 -     	 -     	 -     	 -     

Total Premium	 316.7	 354.4	 499.7	 638.0	 1,127.8	 1,534.5	 3,072.9	 3,755.1	 5,131.9	 7,138.9

Investment Income	 81.0	 121.8	 221.3	 278.8	 561.7	 767.0	 1,323.4	 1,905.7	 3,674.6	 5,065.6

Total Income	 390.5	 503.7	 727.2	 919.5	 1,690.3	 2,306.6	 4,405.9	 5,673.7	 8,814.0	 12,231.4

Total Outgo	 291.8	 306.9	 427.4	 592.9	 1,004.8	 1,342.2	 2,597.4	 2,876.6	 4,137.6	 6,245.1

Life Fund	 1,493.7	 1,734.7	 2,494.1	 3,111.3	 4,659.6	 6,421.5	 11,327.4	 16,320.8	 28,332.9	 39,338.7

Yield on Life Fund (%)	 6.6	 8.0	 10.3	 10.0	 13.9	 13.8	 13.5	 13.6	 15.2	 14.9

Overall Expense Ratio (%)	 32.6	 33.2	 31.3	 34.0	 34.4	 35.6	 33.8	 34.9	 34.0	 43.4

Renewal Expense Ratio(%)	 25.6	 27.3	 25.6	 29.6	 27.7	 25.4	 25.9	 22.4	 26.1	 30.4

Investment Portfolio	 1,400.8	 1,766.2	 2,511.5	 3,155.3	 4,690.9	 6,366.6	 11,139.5	 15,980.3	 27,600.6	 37,968.8

Policy Benefits	 140.8	 190.8	 270.6	 374.5	 595.6	 795.6	 1,560.2	 1,564.6	 2,391.1	 3,145.7

No. of Policies in Force	 357,413	 379,083	 397,158	 413,231	 489,366	 599,423	 945,258	 1,297,879	 1,681,946	 2,034,969

(Individual Life)										

No. of Lives Covered	 -     	 1,500,000	 2,340,472	 2,585,775	  2,802,279 	 3,003,387	 3,767,266	 4,308,986	 4,250,232	 4,190,181

(Group Life)										

Total Business in Force	 17,899.2	 17,951.6	 30,054.8	 45,847.4	 62,276.5	 77,542.4	 117,725.9	 145,626.3	 311,306.2	 407,296.1

(Sum Assured and Bonuses)

	1973	 1975	 1978	 1980	 1983	 1985	 1988	 1990	 1993	 1995
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(Rupees in million)

															Annual  															

Compound	

1996	 1997	 1998	 1999	 2000	 2001	 2002	 2003	 2004	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 Growth  															

 Rates  										

(1973-2009)

	1,698.2	 1,489.6	 1,306.1	 1,275.4	 1,040.7	  1,123.6 	  1,350.0 	  1,797.3 	  2,348.0 	  2,805.7 	  3,327.2 	  3,853.5 	  5,158.6 	  7,196.3 	 14.92%	

4,693.6	 4,363.7	 4,413.1	 4,311.5	 4,537.8	  4,564.6 	  5,488.7 	  5,789.7 	  6,655.1 	  8,454.3 	  9,784.8 	  12,053.6 	  13,993.5 	  17,656.9 	 12.97%	

1,266.0	 1,412.9	 1,244.4	 1,251.0	 1,102.0	  1,249.3 	  1,518.0 	  2,280.7 	  1,996.7 	  2,547.9 	  2,865.8 	  2,795.7 	  3,532.2 	  3,490.8 	 12.54%	

-          	 -     	 -     	 -     	 -     	  7.2 	  7.7 	  12.9 	  14.6 	  12.2 	  13.8 	  13.9 	  11.0 	  22.9 	  -        	

7,657.8	 7,266.2	 6,963.6	 6,837.9	 6,680.5	  6,944.7 	  8,364.4 	  9,880.6 	  11,014.4 	  13,820.1 	  15,991.6 	  18,716.7 	  22,695.3 	  28,366.9 	 13.30%	

5,984.3	 5,901.0	 5,996.0	 8,406.4	 7,873.2	  8,491.5 	  11,200.0 	  10,201.6 	  13,609.8 	  13,105.5 	  14,923.8 	  17,505.2 	  19,132.7 	  21,544.7 	 16.78%	

13,650.2	 13,177.1	 12,975.5	 15,285.6	 14,592.2	  15,436.2 	  19,564.4 	  20,082.2 	  24,624.2 	  26,925.6 	  30,915.3 	  36,221.9 	  41,827.9 	  49,911.6 	 14.42%	

7,355.4	 7,476.5	 8,450.5	 8,059.5	 8,745.4	  8,342.3 	  8,164.6 	  9,937.8 	  11,543.7 	  12,673.2 	  15,393.0 	  17,049.4 	  20,779.2 	  27,356.4 	 13.44%	

45,581.8	 51,009.9	 55,459.6	 62,484.3	 68,127.0	  75,343.4 	  86,211.1 	  95,957.0 	  108,807.9 	  122,775.2 	  137,959.8 	  156,737.3 	  177,459.1 	  199,445.3 	 14.56%	

15.2	 13.0	 11.9	 15.3	 12.8	 12.6	 14.8	 11.9	 14.2	 12.0	 12.1	 12.6	 12.2	 12.1	 -     	

42.5	 43.2	 53.6	 46.1	 54.0	  39.9 	  37.8 	 38.6	 40.7	 36.3	 40.5	 33.4	 35.1	 40.7	 -     	

35.0	 38.9	 56.3	 44.9	 57.3	  36.6 	  33.5 	  35.1 	  33.6 	  27.5 	  33.6 	  9.4 	  11.0 	  18.5 	 -     	

43,084.0	 48,289.3	 54,017.3	 59,932.9	 64,829.0	  74,029.2 	  86,203.4 	  96,414.6 	  110,488.0 	  124,983.7 	  142,158.8 	  161,965.8 	  182,874.2 	  205,804.1 	 14.87%	

4,097.2	 4,341.1	 4,714.9	 4,904.1	 5,136.1	  5,572.2 	  5,005.2 	  6,123.1 	  7,062.8 	  7,654.3 	  8,912.1 	  10,782.9 	  12,778.8 	  15,723.6 	 14.00%	

2,087,919	 2,092,404	 2,033,388	 1,963,723	 1,878,139	  1,806,476 	  1,801,919 	  1,849,125 	  1,926,254 	  2,044,015 	  2,183,783 	  2,348,791 	  2,568,698 	  2,895,354 	 5.98%	

4,341,011	 4,198,974	 4,456,347	 3,501,163	 3,259,618	  3,295,387 	  3,443,916 	  3,632,688 	  3,898,333 	  3,731,002 	  3,915,529 	  4,061,865 	  3,879,686 	  3,754,296 	 -     	

440,762.0	 489,771.7	 539,751.4	 656,775.7	 499,136.3	  506,245.3 	  629,010.7 	  816,210.3 	  947,238.9 	  1,040,556.2 	 1,143,769.5 	  1,289,079.1 	  1,602,158.8 	 1,674,744.9 	 13.44%
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